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• • • PERRY FIELD • • • 
We protect 
'em all! 
If you own anything at all, it's 
important you protect your 
investment. Butchers, bakers, 
computer programmers all look 
to Grange Mutual to protect 
their investments in cars, homes, 
farms and businesses. More than 
300,000 Ohioans are Grange poli- 
cyholders. Join the group. 
Your partner in protection 
Follow the Falcons on Grange-sponsored radio 
— WBCO, Bucyrus; WONW, Defiance; WFOB, 
Fostoria;  WTOD,  Toledo;  WERT,  VanWert. 
I 
*' *      ?V>ralcon Football News' 
Bowling Green Roster 24 
Miami University Roster 29 
Bowling Green Lineup 27 
Miami University Lineup 27 
Jerry Mix 
Editor 
Compliments  Of 
Mosser Construction, Inc. 
Builders of Bowling Green University's 
• Ice Arena 
• Football  Stadium 
• Basketball Arena 
122 Wilson Ave. 
Fremont, Ohio 
Bowling Green Builds A "Winner" 
  THE NATION'S BEST IN 
Won 
1. Alabama     63 
2. Arkansas    58 
3. Mississippi  _ ._ 53 
4. BOWLING   GREEN 53 
5. Texas   56 
6. Louisiana State -  49 
7. Dartmouth   -49 
8. Princeton      48 
9. Memphis State _..  50 
10. Nebraska   52 
11. Michigan State  .__ 47 
12. Utah State  51 
12. Missouri  _49 
14. Syracuse    — 49 
15. Southern   Mississippi 47 
16. Arizona State 48 
17. Ohio State   43 
18. Wyoming      46 
19. Georgia   Tech     47 
20. Miami   (Ohio)    45 
20. Southern California ... —.46 
HE 60's 
'^ost Tied Pet. 
5 2 .914 
12 0 .829 
11 4 .824 
11 1 .823 
13 1 .807 
17 4 .779 
14 0 .778 
15 0 .762 
16 1 .754 
17 1 .750 
15 3 .746 
17 2 .743 
15 6 .743 
20 0 .710 
19 2 .706 
20 1 .703 
18 2 .698 
19 4 .696 
21 2 .686 
21 4 .671 
22 2 .671 
At Bowling Green State University, the Falcons winning 
football record speaks for itself. From 1960-1966, the Falcons 
have compiled a 53-11-1 record and this mark leaves the Bowling 
Green 11 with the fourth best record in the nation during that 
seven-year span. 
Now, a quick look at the top 10 squads shows that the Falcons 
have been keeping pretty fast company during that seven-year 
period. Alabama leads the pack that includes Arkansas, Missis- 
sippi, Texas, Louisiana State, Dartmouth, Princeton, Memphis 
State and Nebraska as well as the Falcons. 
In the Mid-American Conference, the Falcons have claimed 
a 33-8-1 record during the 1960s while winning four champion- 
ships. Bowling Green has also finished in second place one- 
time while coming home in third twice. 
The record has been impressive, the coaches have been win- 
ners and the players have been outstanding. The later claim 
may seem to be a little far fetched but a look at the rosters of 
the teams in the pro ranks proves this claim. 
At the current time, four former Falcons, Bernie Casey, 
Bob Reynolds, Don Lisbon and Jay Cunningham are well 
established players in the pro ranks while three players, Mike 
Weger, Joe Siesel, and Heath Wingate, off last year's squad 
were trying to land pro positions as this article went to press. 
Casey, now with the Los Angeles Rams, is generally con- 
sidered as one of the finest receivers in the National Football 
League.   In six seasons, he has caught 277 passes for 4008 yards. 
Reynolds is a starting offensive tackle with the St. Louis 
Cardinals while Lisbon is the captain of the Montreal team in 
the Canadian loop and Cunningham is a defensive back with 
the Boston squad in the American Football League. 
Yes, the last seven years of Bowling Green football have been 
great but there have been many, many other fine years in the 
Falcons' long 48-year gridiron history. 
48 Years of Bowling Green Football 
Year W L T 
1919 0 3 0 
1920 1 4 0 
1921 3 1 1 
1922 4 2 1 
1923 3 5 0 
1924 3 4 0 
1925 3 1 3 
1926 4 3 1 
1927 5 1 1 
1928 5 0 2 
1929 4 2 1 
1930 6 0 2 
1931 3 1 4 
1932 3 3 1 
1933 2 3 2 
1934 2 3 2 
1935 1 6 0 
1936 4 2 3 
1937 3 4 1 
1938 3 2 3 
1939 6 1 1 
1940 3 4 1 
1941 7 1 1 
1942 6 2 1 
Coach 
_.J. Stitt 
__W. Jean 
... E. Kreiger 
...A. Snyder 
__R. McCandless 
_W. Stellar 
__W. Stellar 
_W. Stellar 
_W. Stellar 
__W. Stellar 
_W. Stellar 
__W. Stellar 
_W. Stellar 
_W. Stellar 
_W. Stellar 
_.W. Stellar 
__H. Ockerman 
__H. Ockerman 
__H. Ockerman 
__H. Ockerman 
_H. Ockerman 
___.H. Ockerman 
 R. Whittaker 
_R. Whittaker 
Year W L T 
1943 5 3 1 
1944 5 3 1 
1945 4 3 0 
1946 5 3 0 
1947 5 5 0 
1948 8 0 1 
1949 4 5 0 
1950 3 4 2 
1951 4 4 1 
1952 7 2 0 
1953 1 8 0 
1954 2 7 0 
1955 7 1 1 
1956 8 0 1 
1957 6 I 2 
1958 7 2 0 
1959 9 0 0 
1960 8 1 0 
1961 8 2 0 
1962 7 1 1 
1963 8 2 0 
1964 9 1 0 
1965 7 2 0 
1966 6 3 0 
Coach 
..R. Whittaker 
. R. Whittaker 
R. Whittaker 
R. Whittaker 
R. Whittaker 
_R. Whittaker 
. R. Whittaker 
R. Whittaker 
.R. Whittaker 
R. Whittaker 
. R. Whittaker 
_R. Whittaker 
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ED COLETTI 
Scored Against Kent 
"This will be the biggest game of the year 
for us," Bowling Green State University's 
football Coach Bob Gibson stated as he 
looked ahead to today's encounter against 
Miami. 
"We now have the confidence we can beat 
a good football team so we will be ready for 
Miami," he continued. Today's battle, sched- 
uled for Bowling Green's Doyt L. Perry Field, 
is an important contest for both schools. 
Miami will move into Bowling Green with 
a 3-1 record in the Mid-American Conference 
that leaves the Redskins tied with Western 
Michigan and Toledo for the loop lead. The 
Redskins own a 4-2 overall record and they 
have rolled to three straight victories, all in 
the conference. 
Bowling Green, on the other hand, is now 
1-2 in the league after last week's 7-6 win 
over Kent State and once again today, the 
Falcons will be fighting for their lives to 
keep their slim MAC title hopes alive. 
For the season, the Falcons will move into 
the game with a 3-2 record and Bowling 
Green has now posted a 7-2 mark since pull- 
ing off a 17-14 surprise win over the Redskins 
in 1966. 
Veteran Ed Coletti, who performed so well 
against the Redskins last season as he re- 
placed the injured Stew Williams at fullback 
and gained 67 yards in 21 carries, has now 
returned to action with the 1967 Falcons 
after missing the first four games with a leg 
injury. 
He picked up 21 yards in five carries 
against Kent State and prompted Gibson to 
say, "Coletti is ready for more action. He 
will play someplace this week, I don't know 
where but he will play." 
After the Kent game, Miami's old nemesis 
P. J. Nyitray won the Falcons "Mr. Back" 
award for his field generalship against the 
Golden Flashes. His image is a little tar- 
nished this season but he has still completed 
31 of 75 passes for 367 yards. 
Last week's other awards went to tackle 
Chet Boyer as "Mr. Block" while safety man 
Joe Pcarce was named as "Mr. Interception" 
and tackle Larry Smith won the "Mr. Tackle" 
award. 
The Falcons changed their offensive align- 
ment against Kent as Dave Cranmer started 
at fullback with Fred Mathews at wingback 
and Bob Zimpfer at tailback. Bowling Green 
responded on the ground by picking up 198 
yards for the Falcons' best rushing display 
of the year. 
Discussing the Kent game, Gibson said, "I 
felt we played a pretty good football game. 
We accomplished just what we wanted to do 
offensively." That was the second time in 
three years that Jim Perry's PAT kick spelled 
the difference against Kent. Bowling Green 
won both games by 7-6 margins. 
1967 SCHEDULE 
Date Opponent Scores 
Sept. 23 QUANTICO MARINES 29-0 
Sept. 30 at Dayton    7-0 
Oct.      7 WESTERN MICHIGAN  6-10 
Oct.   14 TOLEDO   .- 0-33 
Oct.   21 at Kent State    7-6 
Oct.    28 MIAMI      
Nov.     4 at Marshall  
Nov.   11 at Ohio University   
Nov.   18 NORTHERN ILLINOIS  
Nov.   25 at California State at LA  
m^ 
FALCON YARDSTICK 
After Seven Games 
RUSHING 
TC       YG YL     NYG    AVG. 
Bob Zimpfer, HB   69 
Charles Radich, FB  46 
Fred Mathews, HB   41 
Dave Cranmer, HB  36 
Steve Lanning, FB  11 
Terry Bork, QB   12 
Ed Coletti, HB      5 
Greg Shinn, HB      7 
Honester Davidson, HB    2 
P. J. Nyitray, QB  31 
TOTALS 260 
OPPONENTS -212 
281 
143 
143 
97 
48 
37 
26 
19 
6 
28 
828 
690 
10 
3 
19 
0 
0 
14 
5 
2 
0 
91 
144 
184 
271 
140 
124 
97 
48 
23 
21 
17 
6 
-63 
684 
506 
3.9 
3.1 
3.0 
2.7 
4.4 
1.9 
4.2 
2.4 
3.0 
-2.0 
2.6 
2.4 
PASSING 
ATT COMP   PCT    INT   YDS     TD 
P. J. Nyitray, QB   75 31 
Terry Bork, QB     8 3 
Bob Zimpfer, HB     1 0 
TOTALS  84 34 
OPPONENTS    110 42 
.413 
.375 
.000 
.405 
.382 
RECEIVING 
6 367 1 
1 55 0 
0 0 0 
7 422 1 
9 561 3 
CT     YDS     TD 
Eddie Jones, E   
Bob Zimpfer, HB ... 
Fred Mathews, HB 
  .15 195 1 
  5 94 0 
._   5 57 0 
Jim Hodakievic, E ...   4 35 0 
Bill Becker, E    2 20 0 
Dave Cranmer, HB     2 12 0 
Greg Shinn, HB   1 9 0 
TOTALS   34 422 1 
OPPONENTS     -—42 561 3 
PUNTING 
NO YDS     AVG 
Dave Cranmer, HB  20 722 36.1 
Bill Becker, E  14 476 34.0 
TOTALS   — 34 1198 35.2 
OPPONENTS   -  --.35 1196 34.2 
RESULTS 
BG 
(3-2) 
29 
7 
6 
0 
7 
MAC (1-2) 
_  0 
  0 
 10 
33 
  6 
QUANTICO MARINES ... 
Dayton             
WESTERN  MICHIGAN  .. 
TOLEDO    
Kent State  
MIAMI 
Marshall 
Ohio University 
NORTHERN ILLINOIS 
Los Angeles State 
TEAM STATISTICS 
FIRST DOWNS BG    OPP 
Total  65       65 
Rushing 47       36 
Passing   13       25 
Penalty  5 4 
FUMBLES:  BG Lost 4 of 10 
OPP Lost 3 of 7 
PENALTIES: BG 21 for 240 
OPP 23 for 243 
PUNT  RETURNS 
NO      YDS 
Bob Zimpfer, HB .._..  14        267 
Joe Pearce, S 3 33 
Bob Maltarich, HB .17 
TOTALS  18       307 
OPPONENTS 17        144 
KICKOFF  RETURNS 
NO      YDS 
Bob  Zimpfer,  HB         4 
Fred Mathews, HB ._.. 3 
Charles Radich, FB ... 1 
Jim Hodakievic, E    1 
Eddie  Jones, E   1 
TOTALS     10 
OPPONENTS  ._.  13 
PASS  INTERCEPTIONS 
NO 
.. 3 Joe Pearce, S  
Bob Maltarich, HB  2 
Rick  Perrin,  HB ..  1 
Dennis Zolciak, LB        1 
Roger Schmidt, LB     1 
Charles Burley, LB 1 
TOTALS   .     9 
OPPONENTS   7 
40 
13 
8 
0 
149 
267 
YDS 
25 
9 
56 
10 
3 
0 
103 
144 
TD 
Fred Mathews,  HB  2 
Ed Coletti, HB  
Joe Green, MG  
Eddie Jones, E   
Rick  Perrin,  HB   
Bob Zimpfer, HB 
Jim Perry, K  0 
Al Silva, K -0 
P. J. Nyitray, QB 0 
TOTALS - -7 
OPPONENTS 6 
SCORING 
ATT PAT MADE PAT 
'HR RUN KICK CA TCH RUN KICK FGA FGM IP 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (i 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
0 0 0 0 4 2 0 4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 3 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 6 0 0 4 5 1 49 
I 0 5 0 0 4 :> 3 49 
as 
Holiday Inn "Calls The Signals" 
® 
RCO.U-i.PAT.OfF. 
East on U. S. Route 6 
at 1550 Wooster St. 
Featuring: 
• TOO Modern Rooms 
• Banquet Facilities 
• Meeting Rooms for up 
To 300 
• Swimming Pool 
Referees' Signals 
1  Offside 
2   Illegal  procedure, 
position or 
substitution 
3   Illegal  motion 4 Illegal 
shift 
^ X^^J Personal foul 
S   Illegal   return £  Delay of 
0 
8 Clipping 
t^r 
9 Roughing   the 
kicker 
10 Unsportsmanlike 
conduct 
0 
II    Illegal use of 
hands and arms 
0 
RO 
13   Illegally passing 
or handing 
ball forward 
12 Intentional 
* Vv-^"*^    16 "Ball illegally 
14 Forward pass or \ kicked or bat 
kick catching 
interference 15  Ineligible receiver 
downfield on past 
0 I 
' touched, 
ted 
\7 Incomplete forward pass, 
penalty declined, no play 
or no score 
I. 1« 
18 Helping runner or 
interlocked interference 
19 Ball dead; ,0, 
if hand is moved 
from side to side:      ■*«•-      , . 
touchback 20 Touchdown or 
field goat 
m>> /3/fe 
21   Safely 
22  Time < 
referee's ""^ 
discretionary or 
excess  lima-out 23  First down 
followed  with tapping 
hands on chest 
24 Bofi ready   25  Start the 
for play clock 
Holiday Inn 
The Nation's Innkeeper 
OUTFITTERS OF DISCRIMINATING MEN 
FEATURING 
.  GANT SHIRTS 
.  BASS "WEEJUNS" 
.  CRICKETEER CLOTHING 
. ALAN  PAYNE  SWEATERS 
.  HAGGAR SLACKS 
(ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN) 
Go Falcons' 
WE HOPE YOU ENJOY THE GAME 
ENJOY TOO: 
THE CONVENIENCE OF A CHECKING ACCOUNT AT: 
iniiiiffrir   • 
n      IMMlj 
FJ       IJLT | 
.... ■ 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
The Friendly First—With You In Mind 
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. 
BGSU's Falcon Band Blends Individuals 
BY TOMI PRICE 
Band Secretary 
Except for little differences in height and width, 
Falcon Band members can't be told one from another 
when appearing in uniform for the halftime show. 
Actually, though, there is a lot of individuality in 
the marching band. 
In total, there are 64 women and 98 men in the 
unit. Out of these 162 students, 90 are majors in 
music. Experience in marching band is, of course, 
essential for those who plan to conduct bands in 
public schools. But why do others voluntarily in- 
volve themselves? 
Some students just plain like marching bands just 
as others like to work in student government. There's 
a certain spirit that comes from sweating through 
drills and giving up Saturdays that can't be found 
anywhere else. One non-music major remarked that 
music students are such a closely knit group; for that 
reason she likes to be on the "band wagon." And 
then, nothing compares to the satisfaction of knowing 
that in ten minutes on a Saturday afternoon the week- 
long routine has produced an effective, entertaining 
halftime show. 
The sound of the Falcon Band is also individual 
because of the different instrumentation from the 
concert band. The depth of drums used on the field 
gives military emphasis to the rhythm section. Besides 
this, the sousaphones are used as directional instru- 
ments to project the concert band tuba sound. 
For a similar reason, the altonium replaces the 
French horn. Not only does the sound become audi- 
ence directed, but since the altonium carrying position 
is in front, it is less cumbersome and appears more 
uniform with the other instruments. 
Also, for the marching band, no low reed instru- 
ments are used. The resulting blend is stirring but 
not brusque, not a velvetry rich sound, but a majes- 
tically rich sound. 
The look-alike Falcon Band, which is really a 
number of individual features brought into just the 
right balance by the band staff and squad leaders, is 
aiming itself today at another group of individuals, 
all the Dads. What better entertainment could be 
provided but a little bit of girl watching? 
■&fto*teMi*»' '•*•* jr* M 
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BOWLING GREEN'S ATHLETIC PROGRAM RANKS 
Doyt L. Perry Field 
Football 
Last year, Bowling Green State 
University could only talk about 
the largest athletic expansion pro- 
gram in the school's history, but 
now, all the talk has become reality 
as BGSU as completed its football 
stadium, ice arena and all-weather 
track. 
While it is now obvious that 
Bowling Green has some of the 
finest athletic facilities in the mid- &^j 
west, it is also true that the uni- fe, JR mm 
versity's intercollegiate program 
must be listed among the finest 
with a total of 11 sports. 
In the Mid-American Confer- 
ence, the Falcons have won a total 
of 20 championships with six apiece 
coming in football and swimming. 
Basketball and wrestling have both 
claimed three while the tennis team 
and the golfers have both won one. 
Soccer and lacrosse, coached by 
Mickey Cochrane, are the two new- 
est sports to be added to Bowling 
Green's program as they move into 
their third season of intercollegiate 
competition during the 1967-68 
year. 
Robert H. Whittaker Track 
Track and Field 
Bowling Green's program gives 
literally 100s of athletes the chance 
to participate in sports on the in- 
tercollegiate level. In the fall, the 
Falcons see action in football, cross 
country and soccer with basketball, 
swimming and wrestling holding 
the spotlight during the winter 
months. 
Baseball, tennis, golf, track and 
lacrosse are all part of a busy spring 
program. 
10 
Bowling Green's football stadi- 
um, ice arena and track were all 
completed in 1966 and the stadium 
and track were promptly named 
for two of Bowling Green's finest 
coaches, Doyt L. Perry and Robert 
H. Whittaker. 
In honor of the university's ath- 
letic director and most successful 
football coach, Bowling Green's 
$2.8 million football stadium was 
named Perry Field. Located on the 
eastern edge of the campus, Bowl- 
ing Green's 23,272-seat stadium is 
the largest and newest in the Mid- 
American Conference. 
The stadium was first used in 
1966, prior to which the Falcons 
played their home games in the 
former University Stadium that 
was located in the center of campus. 
At the old stadium, Bowling Green 
enjoyed a record of 84 victories, 29 
losses and nine ties in 28 seasons. 
At the new stadium, students 
watch the game from the west side 
of the field, with seating available 
for approximately 11,000. Also, on 
the west side is the press box, which 
has facilities for 75 members of 
the working press and includes 10 
radio booths plus two television 
areas. 
Four handball courts plus locker 
rooms and showers along with 
storage areas have been planned 
for the west side, while six class- 
rooms are also situated on the west 
mezzanine floor. 
AMONG THE FINEST IN THE NATION 
Dressing rooms are located under 
the east stands, along with train- 
ing and equipment areas to handle 
all of Bowling Green's outdoor 
sports. The athletic department 
offices are located on the east mez- 
zanine floor. 
Bowling Green's $1.8 million ice 
arena is termed "the finest facility 
of its type on a United States col- 
lege campus." It was opened last 
February and houses three ice sur- 
faces, including a main sheet 200 
by 85 feet used for hockey and rec- 
reational skating, a figure skating 
studio 80 by 40 feet, plus four reg- 
ulation curling sheets. 
capacity for nearly 3,500 with pos- 
sible expansion to 5,000 in the fu- 
ture. It is the home of the Bowling 
Green hockey team, and will be 
the site of the 1968 Midwest Col- 
lege Hockey Association champion- 
ship playoffs early in March. 
The Robert H. Whittaker Track, 
adjacent to Perry Field, is the first 
of its kind in the midwestern 
United States. The nine-lane, quar- 
ter-mile oval was surfaced with a 
non-skid, all-weather plastic ma- 
terial called Tartan. 
In its first year of operation, the 
ice arena was widely used by the 
university's students and faculty as 
well as by the general public. At 
the present time, the ice arena ap- 
pears to have almost unlimited re- 
creational possibilities. 
The arena has a current seating 
[     1     [ 
_       .... "*•***'**'*■— ■*"     i  
_g_________ 
Warren E. Steller Field 
Baseball 
Ice Arena 
Hockey 
The Whittaker Track, named af- 
ter the university's former track and 
football coach, was used during the 
Mid-American Conference Cham- 
pionships last spring and the facili- 
ty turned out to be even better 
than expected. 
So, with the addition of the sta- 
dium, the ice arena and the all- 
weather track, Bowling Green has 
an outstanding athletic complex, 
which also includes a nine-hole golf 
course, two baseball diamonds, and 
18 tennis courts. All these facilities 
University Natatorium 
Swimming 
are located on the eastern part of 
the campus, beyond Yount Road. 
Now, what can the university's 
athletic fans expect to see in the 
future? 
"Well, one thing is definite for 
the future, Bowling Green will add 
more and more intercollegiate ac- 
tivities including hockey, gymnas- 
tics, boating, curling and skiing," 
Athletic Director Doyt Perry stated. 
"I also look forward to the ath- 
letic department combining with 
the health and physical education 
department to furnish facilities and 
the leadership so that the entire 
student body can participate in 
sports from a recreational stand- 
point," Perry continued. 
Looking to the future as far as 
facilities are concerned, the athletic 
department's next big need would 
seem to be a new natatorium but 
with or without the new pool, 
Bowling Green can indeed point 
with pride to its athletic facilities. 
11 
Falcons Point Toward Sucessful Season 
Freshman Coach 
Dick Young 
Bowling Green State University's freshman football squad 
got off to a successful start this season as the young Falcons 
compiled a 2-1  record in  their first three outings. 
Bowling Green opened with a 20-14 win over Ohio Northern 
then lost 7-0 to Kent State before putting its offense into high 
gear and bombing Toledo University's Rockets by a 39-25 
margin. 
After the first three 1967 games, fullback Jack Hogan is 
leading the Falcons in the rushing department as he has moved 
ahead for 164 yards in 47 carries for a 3.5 average. Halfback 
Jim Meeker has also picked up over 100 yards as he has carried 
26 times for 108 yards and a 4.2 average. 
In the passing department, Bill Doming and Steve Lewis, a 
pair of quarterbacks, are about equal. Doming has completed 
13 for 183 yards and three touchdowns while Lewis has accounted 
for 12 completions and 117 yards. 
Halfbacks Bob Hanna and Meeker are the leading receivers. 
Hanna has nailed   11   aerials for  153  yards while  Meeker has 
nine for 85 yards. Doming leads the Falcons in scoring with 14 
points as a total of 10 freshmen have broken into the scoring 
column for Bowling Green. 
Last Thursday, the Falcons took on Western Michigan at 
Doyt L. Perry Field. After taking on the Broncos, the Falcons 
are scheduled for games at Michigan and Miami before wrap- 
ping up the 1967 campaign. 
Coach Dick Young is now into his eighth year as Bowling 
Green's head freshman coach. Before facing Western Michigan, 
Young's forces had posted a 30-7 record on the football field. 
Young joined the coaching staff eight years ago as an as- 
sistant football coach. He played football, basketball and base- 
ball under Doyt Perry, the present Falcon athletic director, at 
Upper Arlington High School. After graduation in 1950, he 
enrolled at Denison University and was a member of the fresh- 
man football and varsity baseball teams. 
He transferred to Ohio State the following year and lettered 
two years as a defensive halfback on the football team and par- 
ticipated in the 1954 Rose Bowl game with the national cham- 
pion Buckeyes. Young was named to the all-American academic 
team in 1953 and was the Buckeyes' representative for the West- 
ern Conference athlete-scholar award in 1954. 
After graduating cum laude from Ohio State in health and 
physical education in 1954, he continued his graduate work until 
1955 when he entered the Navy Air Force for three years as a 
naval aviator. He saw duty in the states, along .with overseas 
time in Newfoundland. Upon his discharge in 1958, Young 
returned to Ohio State to finish his graduate work, earning his 
master's degree in education in 1959. 
Young, who is married and has three children, also teaches 
health and physical education in addition to his coaching duties. 
BG - 20 
 0 
   .39 
RESULTS     (2-1) 
Ohio  Northern    14 
BG Kent State      7 
BG TOLEDO          -- 29 
WESTERN MICHIGAN 
Michigan 
Miami 
FRESHMAN 
FALCON YARDSTICK 
(After Three Games) 
RUSHING 
TC      YG 
RECEIVING 
YL    NYG   AVG. 
Jack Hogan, FB  
Jim Meeker, HB   
Bob -Hanna, HB  
Bill Dcming, QB _... 
Ed Platzcr, FB _ 
Roger Murray, HB 
John  Faulkner,  HB 
Steve  Lewis, QB  ..... 
Tom Tattan,  QB  ... 
TOTALS 
OPPONENTS     
. 47 
- 26 
. 22 
_ 18 
. 9 
. 5 
_ 3 
. 14 
. 3 
.147 
148 
171 
117 
87 
75 
59 
24 
4 
23 
0 
560 
618 
9 
12 
3 
0 
0 
2 
31 
12 
76 
56 
164 
108 
75 
72 
59 
24 
2 
- 8 
-12 
484 
562 
3.5 
4.2 
3.4 
4.0 
6.6 
4.8 
0.7 
-0.6 
-4.0 
3.3 
3.8 
CT 
.11 
... 9 
... 3 
TD 
Bill Dcming, QB . 
Bob Hanna, HB ... 
John Faulkner, HB 
Jack Hogan, FB   
Bob  Simmons,  E  .... 
Ed Platzer, FB ...... 
Mike Von Stein, G 
Art Curtis, E  0 
Tom Kahn, G  0 
Jim Meeker, HB 0 
TOTALS 8 
OPPONENTS   ....7 
Bob Hanna, HB _   
Jim Meeker, HB _ _   
John Faulkner, HB   
Bob Simmons, E ~~  2 
Art Curtis, E.   —  1 
TOTALS     -—26 
OPPONENTS     12 
PASSING 
ATT COMP PCT INT 
Bill Deming, QB _ 27        13 .482       2 
Steve Lewis, QB  26        12 .462        1 
Tom Tattan, QB     3 1 .333       0 
TOTALS  56       26 .464       3 
OPPONENTS   __ 44        12 .273       5 
SCORING 
Alt.   PAT        Made    PAT 
Thr   Run    Kick   Catch Run    Kick    FGA   FGM    TP 
YDS 
153 
85 
29 
31 
11 
309 
170 
1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 14 
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 8 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
0 0 2 0 0 0 1 1 3 
0 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 2 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 
1 2 5 I 2 2 1 1 59 
1 2 4 0 0 4 0 0 46 
YDS 
183 
117 
0 
309 
170 
TD 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
3 
2 
TD 
3 
0 
0 
3 
2 
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FRESHMAN ROSTER 
No. Name Pos. 
10 Deming, Bill QB 
11 Eby,  Peter  _ QB 
12 Lewis, Steve _ QB 
13 Tattan, Thomas   QB 
14 Lichtman,   Daniel QB 
15 Fisch,  Joseph    HB 
20 Hanna, Charles  HB 
21 Meeker, James    -HB 
22 Kelly, Lawrence  QB 
23 Cook, John HB 
24 Starner,   Fred  HB 
25 Halkias,  Sam    _.FB 
26 Faulkner, John HB 
30 Schmidt, John ....HB 
31 Gum,  Scott  HB 
32 Tarola, Hoyt  E 
33 Murray, Roger  HB 
34 Pallas, Noel  FB 
35 Heller, Gale -HB 
36 Grafton, Paul  ...,E 
38 Enders, Del _■ HB 
40 Speck, Roger FB 
41 Platzer, Ed  _ ......FB 
43 Hogan, Jack FB 
45 Gernot, George   _C 
46 Roeder, William   ..G 
50 Von Stein, Mike   G 
51 Meckes,   Mark   —C 
52 Carstens, Charles  C 
53 Feeman, Richard  C 
55 Moore, David  T 
56 Miller, Gregory   T 
54 Mahnich,  Tom —G 
60 Merlitti,  Tom    G 
61 Fout, Harold  G 
62 Kahn, Tom __G 
63 Duncan, Les    G 
64 Motter, Jeffry  G 
70 McKenzie, Jack  T 
71 Bythway, Bruce ~ —T 
72 Shocklee, Joe — T 
73 Meador, Wilford - T 
74 Bailey, Allen T 
78 Hilson, Mike T 
80 Simmons, Bob —E 
81 Lawrence, Tom    E 
82 Villapiano, Philip   —E 
83 Curtis, Art —E 
84 Hackbarth, Mark —E 
85 Allen, Douglas   E 
86 Bright, Robert   -E 
ige Ht. Wt. 
18 5-10 190 
18 6-0 190 
18 5-10 185 
18 5-10 175 
18 6-0 175 
18 5-10 185 
19 6-0 194 
18 5-11 190 
18 5-11 175 
18 5-9 175 
18 5-8 155 
17 5-10 175 
18 5-9 165 
18 5-10 183 
18 6-0 180 
18 5-10 160 
18 6-1 190 
18 5-10 200 
18 5-10 180 
18 6-0 180 
18 5-10 180 
18 5-11 185 
18 6-0 200 
18 6-2 195 
18 5-11 170 
18 6-0 220 
18 6-0 195 
18 6-3 215 
18 6-0 200 
18 6-2 220 
17 6-1 210 
18 6-1 225 
18 5-7 180 
17 5-10 193 
19 6-1 220 
18 6-0 220 
18 6-0 180 
18 6-0 195 
18 6-2 208 
18 6-5 218 
18 6-1 235 
18 6-2 230 
18 6-6 240 
18 6-0 235 
18 5-11 190 
18 6-2 195 
18 6-2 194 
17 6-0 194 
17 6-0 180 
18 6-3 194 
18 6-1 225 
Hometown (High School) 
Sandusky (Sandusky High) 
Cleveland Hts. (Gilmour Acad.) 
Cincinnati  (Wyoming) 
River Rouge, Michigan 
Farmington, Michigan 
Northport, New York 
Shaker Hts.  (Shaker High) 
Grand Rapids (Grand Rapids High) 
Toronto (Jefferson Union) 
Arlington Hts., Illinois 
Morral  (Ridgedale High) 
Canton (Glenwood High) 
Toledo (Start) 
Defiance (Defiance High) 
Cincinnati  (Indian Hill High) 
Pacific Grove, California 
Wooster (Tri-Way High) 
LaGrange (Keystone High) 
Whitehouse (Anthony Wayne High) 
Richmond  (Jefferson Union High) 
Guymon, Oklahoma 
North Olmsted (North Olmsted) 
Toledo (Waite High) 
Dayton (Wayne High) 
Chesterland  (West Geauga High) 
Ottawa (Ottawa-Glandorf High) 
Rawson  (Cory-Rawson High) 
North Olmsted  (North Olmsted) 
Port Clinton  (Port Clinton High) 
Fort Monroe, Virginia 
Chesterland (West Geauga High) 
Kendallville, Indiana 
Cleveland (St. Joseph High) 
Akron  (Hoban High) 
Cleveland  (Mayfield High) 
Columbus (Upper Arlington High) 
Mentor (Mentor High) 
Piqua  (Piqua Central High) 
Toledo (Central Catholic High) 
Cleveland Hts.  (Shaw High) 
Akron  (Hoban) 
Bellevue (Bellevue High) 
East Cleveland (Shaw High) 
Youngstown  (South High) 
Cleveland (Shaw High) 
Bryan 
Oakhurst (Ocean Twp. High) N. J. 
Melville, New York 
North Olmsted  (Lutheran West) 
Toledo  (Scott High) 
Findlay (Findlay High) 
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BOWLING GREENS 
A • 
MIKE WEGER 
Halfback 
Detroit Lions 
DON LISBON 
Halfback 
Montreal Alouettes 
BERNIE CASEY 
Flanker Back 
Los Angeles Rams 
■.-.!.»'■..''-:,    ■ 
BOB REYNOLDS 
Tackle 
St. Louis Cardinals 
PLAYERS 
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BOWLING GREEN'S DYNAMIC GROWTH CONTINUES 
Bowling   Green's   psychology   building,   that   is   now   under   construction. 
University's continuing physical and academic growth. 
dramatizes   the 
Bowling Green University's pros- 
pects for continuing its dynamic 
physical and academic growth in 
1967-68 appear bright. 
Impetus for Bowling Green's fast- 
paced growth is a surging enroll- 
ment. Last year's record enroll- 
ment of 12,647 is expected to be 
broken by a fall registration of 
13,500 students attending campus 
and academic center classes. 
An unprecedented number of de- 
grees were awarded last year. Au- 
gust commencement exercises 
brought the total 1967 Bowling 
Green graduates to nearly 2,000. 
Determination to create a campus 
of academic and physical distinc- 
tion underlies immediate and long- 
range University planning. New 
buildings, departmental reorganiza- 
tion, key administrative appoint- 
ments and academic expansion are 
aimed at establishing a climate for 
maximum student growth. 
1,000 students are expected to 
enroll for the fall term, taking work 
in 30 masters and four doctoral 
degree programs. Most recently ap- 
proved master's programs are in 
music and economics, to be offered 
for the first time this fall, along 
with the newly accredited doctoral 
program in educational administra- 
tion. 
The College of Business Ad, 
which recently received American 
Association of Collegiate Schools 
of Business accreditation for its 
master of business administration 
program, has a new look. Merger 
of several departments and frag- 
mentation of the department of 
business administration is part of 
a move to a more interdisciplinary 
approach. 
Plans to establish a business doc- 
toral program and strengthen ties 
with other universities to boost 
faculty and student research are 
underway. 
Broadening services to regional 
schools and expanding efforts to 
meet education's special needs will 
remain priority items for Bowling 
Green's College of Education. 
Other expansion, highlighted by 
the education doctoral program, is 
in early childhood education. In 
connection with Bowling Green's 
being named regional headquarters 
for the federal anti-poverty pro- 
gram, Headstart, a variety of proj- 
ects geared to youngsters of all 
abilities will be initiated this year. 
This summer, the College spon- 
sored 14 special education projects 
federally financed with approxi- 
mately $510,000. Dr. Theodore J. 
Jenson, dean of the College of Edu- 
cation, noted the grant total repre- 
sents a 25 percent increase in ex- 
ternal funding over last year, 
despite federal cutbacks. 
Developing a wider choice of 
doctoral offerings will continue to 
keynote College of Liberal Arts 
goals in coming months. Speech 
and psychology doctoral programs 
opened to students in September, 
and a biology doctorate program is 
being finalized. Similar programs 
in chemistry, geology, history, 
mathematics, and sociology are in 
the initial planning states, accord- 
ing to Dr. Archie H. Jones, dean 
of the College of Liberal Arts. 
Bowling Green's current empha- 
sis on capital improvements, needed 
to keep pace with student increases, 
also will continue to figure promi- 
nently in the University outlook. 
Since September, 1966, nearly $21 
million of facilities, including a 
nine-story library, life sciences 
building, stadium and all-weather 
track, 1400-bed dormitory and ice 
arena have been completed or are 
in their final construction phase. 
At the same time, ground was 
broken for nearly $10 million in 
projects to be completed within 
two years. 
Work also has begun on a psy- 
chology building, and branch cam- 
pus to serve Erie, Huron and Ot- 
tawa Counties. Completion of the 
Firelands facility is set for Septem- 
ber, 1968. 
Current campus construction is 
part of a multi-million building 
program which will add 27 new 
buildings and facilities when com- 
pleted. A "Master Plan" to insure 
maximum efficiency in land use is 
guiding the University's physical 
growth. 
Paralleling the purpose of the 
"Master Plan" is Bowling Green's 
development drive to provide the 
personnel and programs demanded 
by physical expansion. Since the 
nation-wide drive, titled "The Mis- 
sion: Expanding Horizons," was 
launched in November, it has cov- 
ered six key Ohio areas in its quest 
for S2 million by 1968. More than 
$400,000 has been pledged to "The 
Mission". 
Other 1966-67 innovations ex- 
pected to gain momentum next 
year are a system of pass-fail courses 
for upperclassmen and the year- 
long study abroad programs for 
language students. 
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FOR THE FINEST IN  FOOD 
Stop at. . . 
Alptnp ItUag? 
Bowling Green, Findlay 
and Port Clinton 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
and 
PRIVATE  ROOMS 
BOB SCHNEIDER OLDSMOBILE-CADILLAC, INC. 
1013 N. Main St., Bowling Green, Ohio Phone 353-8921 
"The Winning Team" 
John McKee Bob Schneider 
*9* 0SM 
Bob Seais Otis Block 
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Great Games From The Past 
In 1963, Bowling Green Rocks the Rockets 
By Gene Kinn 
WFOB Program Director 
This is the fourth of a five-part series 
that will appear in Bowling Green's 1967 
football programs. 
The mere mention of a Bowling Green- 
Toledo football game conjures up excit- 
ing thoughts for loyal fans of both schools, 
and the 1963 contest was one of the most 
exciting and by far the most satisfying for 
supporters of the orange and brown. 
Frank X. Lauterbur was in his first sea- 
son as head coach of the Rockets. His 
squad had scored an 18-17 upset over Ohio 
University the previous week for their 
first win, against three losses. 
We didn't know it then, but Doyt L. 
Perry was only a season and a half away 
from closing out one of the most success- 
ful coaching careers ever. 
The BGers were undefeated, having 
beaten Detroit, Southern Illinois, Dayton 
and Western Michigan. They had scored 
102 points and given up just 27 to their 
opponents. 
Oxer 10,000 fans were present in old 
University Stadium that cloudy Saturday, 
October 19. 
Toledo won the toss and elected to re- 
ceive. Don Baker returned Jay Cunning- 
ham's kickoff to the 29-yard line and the 
contest was underway. 
Toledo moved the ball to their own 46 
before punting on fourth and 10. The 
Falcons couldn't do much better. They 
pushed the pigskin up to their own 43 
where Norm Limpert punted to the To- 
ledo 10. 
After a two-yard gain, the Rockets 
broke the game wide open. Jim Gray, a 
165-lb. junior halfback scampered up the 
middle, moved outside and went all the 
way for the first six pointer. Gerald 
Baumgartner's kick was good and Toledo 
led 7-0. 
Toledo added two more touchdowns in 
the second period on a 51-yard pass play 
from Dan Simrell to Gray and a quarter- 
back sneak by Simrell from the one-foot 
line. Baumgartner missed the first PAT 
attempt, but connected on the second. 
Bowling Green was down at halftime 20-0. 
Whatever Doyt fed the boys in the lock- 
er room should replace the breakfast of 
champions. Any resemblance to their 
play in the first half was purely coinci- 
dental in the second half. 
Barry Weaver returned Baumgartner's 
kickoff to the 50-yard line to open the 
second half, and the Falcons used just 
nine plays to reach the end zone. The 
honors went to Jay Cunningham from 
three yards out. Jay also added the two 
points after to make it 20-8. 
The Falcons allowed Toledo to handle 
the ball only three times before Cunning- 
ham intercepted a Simrell pass and re- 
turned it to the TU 35. Tiny Tony Trent 
scooted off right tickle and raced to the 
eight. Two plays later, it was Cunning- 
ham again, checking in from the four- 
yard line. Jerry Ward added the PAT for 
a 20-15 count. 
The Bowling Green defensive unit 
prevented disaster in the closing minute 
of the third period. Toledo's Tom Nolan 
was tackled on the BG one-yard line . . . 
he fumbled . . . and BG's John Haschak 
fell on it in the end zone for a touchback. 
Toledo took possession again early in 
the fourth stanza and moved to the Fal- 
con five-yard line where another sparkling 
defensive play occurred. Bill Violet inter- 
cepted another Simrell pass and brought 
it back to the TU 44. 
Bowling Green pounded out 36 yards 
in 12 plays on the ground, but the drive 
sputtered at the eight and Toledo again 
took over. With bone-jarring tackles, the 
Falcon defense grudgingly gave up five 
yards,  forcing the punt. 
Bowling Green advanced to the Toledo 
37, but time was running out. Then, with 
1:31 remaining in the game, the bomb 
exploded. Little Jimmy Goings, a sopho- 
more from Toledo Libbey, made a circus 
catch of a Jerry Ward pass. Juggling the 
ball, avoiding tacklers and keeping one 
eye on the boundary marker, Goings made 
it to the promised land. 
It was a natural for the broadcasters. 
As with one voice, they seemed to shout 
"It's Goings, Goings, . . . Gone for a 
touchdown". Ward's PAT was anti-cli- 
matic. Bowling Green had taken the lead 
and the game 22-20. 
It was a tremendous come-from-behind 
victory and truly one of the great games 
of the past. 
9        W 
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JERRY WARD 
The Passer 
JIM GOINGS 
The Receiver 
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OFFICIAL WATCH 
FOR THIS GAME 
• •••••• 
LONGINES 
THE WORLD'S 
MOST HONORED 
WATCH® 
BGSU 
( 
1 ' * 
i \ 
10 world's fair grand prizes 
28 gold medals fy O 
Rick Allen—E 
6-4    205 
Sarnia.  Ontario 
Carl Angelo—C 
6-0    210 
Warren (Harding) 
Doug Ashbridge—G 
6-0    205 
Toledo (Start) 
Longines watches are recognized 
as OFFICIAL for timing world 
championships and Olympic sports 
in all fields throughout the world. 
Terry Bork—QB Chet Boyer—T Jim Brown—HB 
6-1     185 6-1    220 5-8    160 
Fremont (Ross) Whitehouse Sandusky 
Longines Ultra-Chron =8205, automatic with calendar, $175. 
Other Ultra-Chron Models, $150 to $595. 
the fabulous new 
LONGINES ULTRA-CHRON 
Guaranteed Accurate To A Minute A Month 
The ultimate personal chronometer, 
guaranteed accurate to a minute a month — 
a mean average of 2 seconds per day. 
Ultra-Chron tells the date, hour, minute, 
second. Never needs batteries. Winds 
automatically while you wear it. All-Proof® 
construction defeats water, dust, 
shock, magnetism. At Longines-Wittnauer 
Franchised Jewelers, coast-to-coast. 
LONGINES-WITTNAUER WATCH CO. 
MONTREAL   •   NEW YORK   •   GENEVA 
Maker of Watches Of The Highest Character 
For Over A Century 
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Ron Comer—HB Dave Cranmer—HB Honester Davidson 
6-0    195 6-1    200 6-2    175 
New Lebanon (Dixie) Sarnia. Ontario Berea 
HB 
Frank Giganti—G Joe Green—G George Gregory—C 
6-0    210 5-10    190 5-10    190 
Akron (North) Toledo (Scott) Somerville 
FALCONS 
Steve Balog—FB 
6-1    200 
Shelton, Conn. 
Bob Heider—E 
6-2    200 
Toledo (Waite) 
Carl Battershell—T 
6-0    205 
Alliance (Marlington) 
Bill Becker—E 
6-0    180 
Spencerville 
\ \ 
Charles Burley—HB Dave Carpenter—T Ed Coletti—HB 
5-10    175 5-10    225 5-10    190 
Springfield (South) Columbus Grove Canton  (Lincoln) 
Vaughn Ferrell—E Dave Finley—G Ernie George—T 
6-1    210 5-11    205 6-4    235 
Van Wert Dover Mogadore 
Jim Hodakievic—E 
6-2    195 \ 
Garfield Heights 
Eddie Jones—E 
6-1    185 
Canton (McKinley) 
Follow the 
FALCONS 
on 
CHANNEL 
70 
WBGU-TV 
'*r 
■■ 
5:50-6:00 p.m. Daily 
TOM WILLETT  and 
the SPORTS 
A daily wrap-up of 
happenings in the 
world of local and 
professional sport. 
7:30 p.m. after 
home games 
10:00 p.m. after 
away games 
Monday 
FALCON 
FLASHBACK 
Host Jim Lessig 
and head football 
coach Hob Gibson 
present a replay 
and analysis of the 
previous Saturday's 
football game. 
7:00 p.m. Tuesday 
FALCON FOCUS 
Interviews and 
demonstrations 
dealing with all 
BCSU and high 
school athletics. 
Host: Jim Hof. 
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Bowling   Green   University   Become! 
HEADING   BOWLING   GREEN   UNIVERSITY'S    skating program are proiessional skaters 
David and  Rita Lowery.   They joined Bowling Green's staff last winter. 
By Cliff Boutelle 
News Service Director 
Bowling Green University is fast 
becoming known in the figure skat- 
ing world. Some day, perhaps, an 
Olympic champion may come from 
Bowling Green. 
But for the time being, David 
and Rita Lowery, who are respon- 
sible for the University's budding 
skating program, are content to in- 
troduce as many people as possible 
to the sport. In only their first year 
at it, they seem to be doing a good 
job- 
Keeping in mind that less than 
two years ago about as many people 
20 
in Bowling Green were interested 
in figure skating as elephant hunt- 
ing, consider these facts: 
Item: Formation of the Bowling 
Green Skating Club of about 50 
community residents. The Club is 
now awaiting formal membership 
acceptance with the United States 
Figure Skating Association 
(USFSA), the ruling group of fig- 
ure skating in this country. 
Item: Enough interest shown by 
youngsters in the Bowling Green 
area to form a junior division of 
the Bowling Green Skating Club. 
Each Saturday about 125 boys and 
girls show up at the Ice Arena to 
learn figure skating. 
Item: Organization of the Bowl- 
ing Green University Skating Club, 
comprised of 50 students and only 
one of two clubs in Ohio holding 
an USFSA associate membership. 
Item: Figure skating is one of 
the more popular offerings of the 
health and physical education de- 
partment. During the winter 
months more than 1,000 students 
are enrolled in ice skating classes. 
Item: This summer 150 figure 
skaters from as far away as Colo- 
rado Springs, Palm Beach, Hunts- 
ville, Ala., St. Louis, Atlanta, De- 
troit, and Pittsburgh took part in 
a 10-week skating school at Bowling 
Green and because of its success it 
will become an annual skating 
school. 
There are two good reasons for 
the skating boom at Bowling 
Green. The main one, of course, is 
the Lowery's reputation as skating 
instructors. They approach figure 
skating with unbounded enthusi- 
asm whether it be turning out top 
skaters or teaching beginners. Un- 
doubtedly, the Lowery's whole life 
revolves around skating and they 
will continue to attract figure skat- 
ers wanting to further their educa- 
tion at Bowling Green. 
The other reason is Bowling 
Green's new $1.8 million ice arena, 
which has opened up a whole new 
avenue of ice sports for students 
and others in the northwest Ohio 
area. "Few skating programs in the 
country can match the advantages 
of the ice arena's three skating 
sheets, year-round operation and 
location on a college campus," Mr. 
Lowery said. Some observers rate 
the facility as one of the nation's 
finest. 
It doesn't take much to get 
hooked on figure skating, which 
may explain the great number of 
persons who have signed up for ice 
skating activities. 
Most have signed up simply be- 
cause they like skating and want to 
learn as much as they can. Others 
only want to sharpen their skills so 
they can compete in a few events. 
A small group have hopes of be- 
coming champions and dream of in- 
ternational competition and the 
Olympics. 
These are the few willing to 
make great personal sacrifices and 
put themselves through punishing 
training schedules, all in the hopes 
of crashing the big-time. 
Figure skaters at Bowling Green, 
like everywhere else, have to work 
5   Known   In    Figure   Skating   World 
around other events scheduled in 
the ice arena. That is why so many 
of them are on the ice at 6:30 every 
morning to get in a few hours of 
practice before classes start. In all, 
each skater practices daily for 4-5 
hours. 
The initial goal for all skaters is 
the gold medal, awarded to those 
who have progressed through a 
series of eight difficult tests repre- 
senting six to seven years of skat- 
ing. Several of the Lowery's skaters 
are gold medalists. 
The emphasis in their training 
is on compulsory school figures. 
Each skater is given a patch, or sec- 
tion, of ice to practice things like 
figure 8's and left-outside rockers. 
"About 60 per cent of competitive 
skating is based on figures and any- 
one thinking seriously of competi- 
tion should be well-schooled in this 
phase," Mrs. Lowery explained. 
More Americans than ever before 
are aware of figure skating, the 
Lowerys pointed out. They cited 
increased television coverage of 
skating events and the fact that an 
American, Peggy Fleming, is the 
current world champion, as main 
reasons for the public's response to 
figure skating. 
The United States Figure Skat- 
ing Association reports 65,000 reg- 
istered skaters and the number is 
growing. 
The Lowerys believe the poten- 
tial to develop champion skaters 
exists at Bowling Green. "Most 
skaters reach their peak while col- 
lege-age but too often become sep- 
arated from their coach and ice 
facilities while going to college. 
Consequently, their skating devel- 
opment comes to a standstill," Mr. 
Lowery said. 
Bowling Green has the advan- 
tage of combining the opportunity 
to go to college with ample coach- 
ing and practice time, he explained. 
"This combination is one that 
few universities can match," Mrs. 
Lowery pointed out. It already has 
prompted several promising young 
skaters to enroll at Bowling Green. 
Mark Beck, an 18-year-old from 
Palm Beach has a skating scholar- 
ship from the United States Figure 
Skating Association. 
For Jim Disbrow, a 19-year-old 
from Bowling Green, Ky., Bowling 
Green is "a perfect school for me." 
"It has a fine department in my ma- 
jor field of study and, of course, 
this wonderful arena and the Low- 
erys," he explained. 
Two years ago young Disbrow 
was runner-up in the U. S. Junior 
Men's Championships and last year 
was seventh in the U. S. Senior 
Men's competition. 
Another who has enrolled at 
Bowling Green this year is 19-year- 
old Ardith Paul of Colorado 
Springs, Colo. Miss Paul has earned 
six gold medals and earlier this 
year placed sixtli in the U. S. Sen- 
ior Ladies Championships. 
Bowling Green has attracted the 
attention of the figure skating 
world and it could lead to the de- 
velopment of some future Olympic 
champions. At any rate, recent de- 
velopments at Bowling Green will 
definitely boost the growing pop- 
ularity of figure skating. 
FRESHMAN ARDITH PAUL (left) works on skating techniques with 
instructor Rita Lowery. Miss Paul, from Colorado Springs, Colo., 
has earned six gold medals and earlier this year placed sixth in 
the U.S. Senior Ladies Championships. 
DAVID LOWERY WATCHES the skating form of David Neal of 
Troy, Ohio. Mr. Lowery and his wife, Rita, formerly headed the 
skating program at Hobart Arena in Troy before coming to Bowl- 
ing Green. 
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Bob Gibson 
Head Coach 
Tom Kisselle 
End Coach 
Bob Dudley Jim Ruehl 
Offensive Backfield Coach Offensive Line Coach 
.r.STr 
Don Nehlen 
Defensive Coach 
Dick Young 
Freshman Coach 
Tom Reicosky 
Defensive Backfield Coach 
BOWLING GREEN'S STAFF 
m 
2k 
Don Cunningham 
Business Manager 
Jim Lessig 
Promotion Director 
Dale Herbert 
Director 
Facilities and Grounds 
Jerry Mix 
Director 
Sports Information 
Doyt Perry 
Athletic Director 
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EQUIPMENT—Seeing that the Falcons wear the very best possible equipment, 
that is the job of Equipment Manager Glenn Sharp and his staff. Sharp is shown 
with two of his 1967 managers, Ed Montgomery and Bill Ruper, left and right 
respectively. 
SECRETARIAL STAFF—Left to right are four of Bowling 
Green State University's athletic department secretaries, 
Sharon McDaniel, Jean Rasmussen, Lola Mercer and 
Margaret   Miller. 
TRAINERS—Shown above are the six men who are responsible for keeping 
Bowling Green's football squad in top playing condition. Left to right are 
Assistant Trainer Steve Thomas, Ron Culp, Bill Hanson, Trainer Bob Livengood, 
Don Zierolf and Dr. Henry Vogtsberger. 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS—Bowling Green's coaching staff would be 
hard pressed to function at peak efficiency without the valuable services 
of the graduate assistants. Shown above are Bowling Green's 1967 
football graduate assistants. Left to right are Walt Armour, Dan Yoch- 
heim and Tim Faulkner in the front row with Dave Bethany, Frank 
Harpold  and  Don  Frail in  the  second  row. 
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FALCON ROSTER 
No. Name Pos. 
89 Allen, Rick  E 
50 Angelo, Carl  C 
G9 Ashbridgc, Doug  G 
42 Balog,   Steve   ..  .   FB 
71 Battershell, Carl T 
35 Becker,   Bill   E 
11 Bork, Terry        QB 
*83 Boyer, Chet  T 
30 Brown, Jim       HB 
*23 Burley,  Charles HB 
*58 Carpenter, Dave       T 
*24 Coletti, Ed ....FB 
21 Comer,   Ron   ..... HB 
*39 Cranmer, Dave HB 
34 Davidson, Honcster HB 
87 Ferrell, Vaughn ..E 
62 Finley, Dave  G 
*74 George, Ernie T 
63 Giganti, Frank G 
61 Green, Joe   G 
50 Gregory, George  C 
*80 Heider, Bob  E 
86 Hodakievic, Jim  E 
*85 Jones, Ed      E 
47 Lanning,  Steve FB 
70 Lloyd, Tom   T 
*79 Luettke, Tom  G 
37 Machovina, Jerry HB 
12 Maltarich, Bob HB 
40 Marchione,   Mike  FB 
26 Mathews, Fred  ..   HB 
84 May, Charlie E 
31 Moon, Mike  ..HB 
54 Nucklos, Bill  G 
*15 Nyitray, P. J  QB 
32 Orr, Allan .......HB 
56 Pallo,  Mike G 
76 Pankratz,  Wally  T 
28 Pearce, Joe     ... HB 
25 Perrin,  Richard HB 
*29 Perry, Jim HB 
75 Pollock, Ernie  T 
68 Polak, Dave G 
52 Raburn, Britt C 
*46 Radich, Charles  FB 
67 Roese, Dave T 
53 Royer, Dave C 
*65 Schmidt, Roger   T 
*88 Seiter, Dave  .....   ......E 
51 Shartle, John        C 
36 Shepherd, Mike HB 
22 Shinn, Greg  HB 
60 Silva, Al  G 
*77 Smith, Larry _.T 
*64 Spencer, Bob ...G 
82 Standring, Tom  E 
81 Szychowski, John E 
20 Travis,  Art  E 
78 Urdzik, Dave ......T 
57 Watson, Larry _...C 
73 Whitaker, Dave    E 
13 Wireman, Vern    QB 
27 Zimpfer, Bob ...  HB 
*66 Zolciak, Dennis ..._G 
♦DENOTES LETTERMEN 
HI. Wt. Class Age 
6-4 205 So. 21 
6-0 210 So. 19 
6-0 205 Tr- 20 
6-1 200 So. 19 
6-0 205 So. 19 
6-0 180 Sr. 21 
6-1 185 So. 19 
6-1 220 Sr. 21 
5-8 160 Tr- 20 
5-10 175 Sr. 21 
5-10 225 Sr. 20 
5-10 190 Tr- 20 
6-0 195 So. 19 
6-1 200 Sr. 22 
6-2 175 So. 19 
6-1 210 Tr- 20 
5-11 205 So. 19 
6-4 235 Sr. 21 
6-0 210 Sr. 21 
5-10 190 So. 19 
5-10 190 Tr- 19 
6-2 200 Sr. 22 
6-2 195 Tr- 20 
6-1 185 Tr- 20 
6-1 200 So. 19 
6-3 225 So. 19 
6-0 240 Sr. 22 
6-2 185 Jr- 20 
6-2 190 Tr. 20 
5-11 180 So. 19 
6-0 180 So. 20 
6-3 210 So. 20 
5-10 175 So. 19 
6-0 185 So. 19 
6-0 180 Jr- 20 
6-1 175 So. 19 
5-10 200 Tr- 20 
6-4 215 So. 19 
5-9 170 Sr. 22 
6-3 190 So. 20 
5-11 180 Sr. 21 
6-1 220 So. 20 
6-2 210 So. 19 
6-1 190 So. 19 
6-2 225 Tr. 20 
6-1 220 So. 20 
5-9 190 So. 19 
6-2 230 Sr. 22 
6-3 230 Sr. 22 
6-1 210 Sr. 21 
6-0 180 Tr. 20 
6-2 185 So. 19 
5-10 200 So. 21 
6-0 220 Sr. 21 
5-11 205 Tr. 21 
6-2 200 So. 20 
6-1 195 So. 19 
6-0 180 So. 19 
6-1 230 So. 19 
6-2 215 Tr. 19 
6-3 210 Tr- 20 
5-11 175 So. 19 
5-10 180 So. 19 
6-1 210 Jr. 20 
Hometown (High School) 
Sarnia, Ontario, Canada 
Warren  (Harding) 
Toledo  (Start) 
Shelton, Connecticut 
Alliance (Marlington) 
Spencerville 
Fremont (Ross) 
Whitehouse (Anthony Wayne) 
Sandusky 
Springfield (South) 
Columbus Grove 
Canton  (Lincoln) 
New Lebanon  (Dixie) 
Sarnia, Ontario, Canada 
Berea 
Van Wcrt 
Dover 
Mogadore 
Akron (North) 
Toledo (Scott) 
Somerville (Seven Mile) 
Toledo (Waite) 
Garfield Heights (Benedictine) 
Canton  (McKinley) 
Findlay 
Westlake 
Toledo (Rogers) 
Berea 
East Liverpool 
Ottawa (Glandorf) 
Canton  (McKinley) 
Sandusky 
Bowling Green 
Canton (McKinley) 
Toledo (Waite) 
Youngstown  (Woodrow Wilson) 
Youngstown  (Chancy) 
Fremont (Ross) 
Mansfield  (Madison) 
Columbiana 
Logan, W. Virginia 
New Lebanon (Trotwood-Madison) 
Parma 
Cleveland (Brush) 
Brcwster (Fairless) 
Ashville (Teays Valley) 
Columbus  (Grandview) 
Milford Center 
East Palestine 
Kettering (Fairmont) 
Carlisle 
Alliance (Marlington) 
Shelton, Connecticut 
Barberton 
Canton  (McKinley) 
Cleveland (Rhodes) 
Toledo (Central) 
Mechanicsburg 
Steubenville (Central) 
Tiffin (Columbian) 
Wapakoneta 
Warren (Harding) 
Troy 
Toledo (Central) 
H. S. Coach 
S. Edgar 
Bill Shunkwiler 
Sam Epstein 
John Suren 
Ike Farrah 
Jim Poulton 
Mai Mackey 
Jim Baxter 
Bob Seaman 
Lowell Storm 
Mike Bastain 
Lou Venditti 
Ray Amigo 
Bill Danlchuck 
Bob Bell 
Otis Coon 
Dick Haines 
Bill Evans 
Ed Kirkpatrick 
Charles Buckenmeyer 
Bob Wadleigh 
Pete Fanning 
August Bossu 
Don Nehlen 
Hal Paul 
Jim Janosek 
Bob Rittichier 
Bob Bell 
Bob McNea 
Bob Williams 
Don Nehlen 
Bob Seaman 
Paul Nestor 
Don Nehlen 
Pete Fanning 
Joe Nudo 
Louis Angelo 
Mai Mackey 
John Valentine 
George Fisher 
Todd Wills 
Paul Dienstberger 
Brian Burke 
Bill Kingzett 
Ron Rankin 
Marion Waits 
Robin Priday 
Herbert Imanaka 
Rey Dempsey 
Bob Hildreth 
Jim Andrews 
Ike Farrah 
John Suren 
Tom Phillips 
Don Nehlen 
Jim Tcmplin 
Jim Cordiak 
Nick Petroff 
Richard Pont 
Richard Butdorf 
Henry Stroh 
Bill Shunkwiler 
Alkie Richards 
Jim Cordiak 
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The 68 
"youngmobiles" 
from Oldsmobile 
arenere. 
Drive one*Monday morning. 
Cutlass S Holiday Coupe 
at your nearest Oldsmobile Dealer's. 
MftHK OF EXCELLENCE 
Com Coca-Cola...served at the training centers of the 
United States Olympic Team.l 
& 
Coke has the ti\ 
TRADE-M«RK(g) 
■MMPM 
BOWLING GREEN 
Probable Offensive Lineup 
85 EDDIE JONES SE 
73 CHET BOYER ST 
69 DOUG ASHBRIDGE LG 
57  LARRY WATSON C 
79 TOM LUETTKE RG 
74 ERNIE GEORGE TT 
86 JIM HODAKIEVIC TE 
15  P. J. NYITRAY QB 
26 FRED MATHEWS ..WB 
27 BOB ZIMPFER TB 
39 DAVE CRANMER FB 
MIAMI 
Probable  Offensive  Lineup 
87 TIM FORTNEY ...SE 
72 JEFF BAUGHMAN LT 
64 JIM GRYWALSKI LG 
56 PAUL KRASULA C 
68 DAVE TSALOFF RG 
79  RON BASH RT 
81   GRAY ARTHUR TE 
10 KENT THOMPSON QB 
22 BOB GLOVER WB 
24 AL MOORE TB 
23 JIM SHAW FB 
11 Bork,  QB 
12 Malfarich,  HB 
13 Wireman,  QB 
15 Nyitray,  QB 
20 Travis,  E 
21 Comer,  HB 
22 Shinn,  HB 
23 Burley,  HB 
24 Colefti,  FB 
25 Perrin,  HB 
26 Mathews,  HB 
27 Zimpfer,  HB 
28 Pearce,  HB 
29 Perry,  HB 
30 Brown,  HB 
31 Moon,  HB 
BOWLING GREEN SQUAD 
32  Orr,  HB 
34 Davidson,  HB 
35 Becker,  E 
36 Shepherd,  HB 
37 Machovina,  HB 
39 Cranmer,  HB 
40 Marchione,  FB 
42  Balog,  FB 
46 Radich,  FB 
47 Lanning,  FB 
50 Gregory,  C 
51 Shartle, T 
Raburn, C 
Royer,  C 
54  Nucklos,  G 
56  Pallo, G 
52 
53 
57 Watson, C 
58 Carpenter, T 
60 Silva, G 
61 Green,  G 
62 Finley,  G 
63 Giganti,  G 
64 Spencer,  G 
65 Schmidt, T 
66 Zolciak,  G 
67 Roese, T 
68 Polak,  G 
69 Ashbridqe,  G 
70 Lloyd, T 
71 Battershell, T 
73 Boyer, T 
74 George,  T 
75 Pollock,  T 
76 Pankratz,  T 
77 Smith, T 
78 Urdzik,  T 
79 Luettke,  G 
80 Heider,  E 
81 Szychowski,  [ 
82 Standring,  E 
83 Whitaker,  E 
84 May,  E 
85 Jones,  E 
86 Hodakievic,  E 
87 Ferrell,  E 
88 Seiter,  E 
89 Allen,  E 
■* 
MIAMI SQUAD 
10 Thompson, QB 
11 Minotti, QB 
14 Harp, A 
15 Lieberman,  QB 
17 Lewis, QB 
20 Campbell,  FB 
21 Gerhardt, A 
22 Glover, TB 
23 Shaw, WB 
24 Moore, TB 
25 Smith, S 
26 Boron,  HB 
27 Logan, HB 
28 Baylor,  S 
29 Yerg, WB 
30 Rieber,  LB 
32 Wade, FB 
33 Dickerson,  FB 
34  Holstein, A 
36 Tuggle, HB 
37 Pannanen,T 
38 Walters, T 
39 Kergaard, T 
40 Fisher, T 
41 Leftwich, WB 
43 Oldershaw,  S 
44 Barnes, TB 
45 Ault,  HB 
46 Thomas, A 
47 Schroder,  HB 
49 Admonius, G 
50 Kempf,  C 
51 Priddy,  LB 
52 Ware,  MG 
53 Torgler, C 
54 Shanahan,  LB 
55 Shambo,  LB 
56 Krasula,  C 
57 Alexander, G 
58 Eighme, C 
59 Waggoner,  LB 
60 Babich,  LB 
61 Collier, G 
62 Draper, MG 
63 Pechaitis, T 
64 Grywalski,  G 
65 Young, G 
66 Connerton,  G 
67 Harris, G 
68 Tsaloff,  G 
69 Studer, T 
70 Pechaitis, MG 
71 Wyatt, T 
72 Baughman, T 
73 Hutchins, T 
74 Kahoun, T 
75 Coode, T 
76 Johnson, T 
77 Gilford, T 
78 Root, T 
79 Bash, T 
80 Butcher,  E 
81 Arthur,  E 
82 Core,  LB 
83 Cleaves,  E 
84 Nugent,  E 
85 Bowsher,  E 
86 Muckle,  E 
87 Fortney,  E 
88 Cassily,  E 
89 Love,  E 
■'COCA-COLA" AND "COKE" ARE REGISTERED TRADE-MARKS WHICH IDENTIFY ONLY THE PRODUCT OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY-    PRINTED IN U.S.A. 
iste you never get tired of. 
Mfc^fc. 
Here he 
comes... 
ready 
or not! 
The world beckons and he's on 
his way—proud and independent. 
He will need all the education 
he can get—college, even 
graduate school. 
But there's a problem. Because 
enrollments are increasing every 
year, colleges must meet the 
expanding costs of providing 
more teachers and additional 
facilities. 
You can help now. 
Give to the college of your choice 
now to help assure his future 
... to help make sure that 
college is ready when he is. 
College is  A 
.■tan.*. COUNCIL FOR /FINANCIAL 
AH) TO 
** Sl*^ EDUCATION 
America's Best Friend 
Published as a public service in cooperation 
with The Advertising Council and the Council 
for Financial Aid to Education. 
REDSKIN ROSTER 
No. Name Pos. 
49 Admonius, Tim   G 
57 Alexander,  Ted _____ G 
81 Arthur,  Gary  ..   TE 
*45 Ault, John  HB 
*G0 Babich, Bob  .. ...LB 
44 Barnes, Walter   TB 
*79 Bash,  Ron        T 
*72 Baughman, Jeff    TE-T 
28 Baylor, Jim  S 
*26 Boron,  Dick  .. HB 
*85 Bowsher,  Gil   E 
*80 Butcher, Ron ______ E 
20 Campbell, Al _ ......FB 
88 Cassily, John E 
*83 Cleaves,   Gavlord   _  SE 
01 Collier, John ... _ _.T 
* GO Connerton, Mike G 
75 Coode, Bob .. .  T 
*82 Core, Ron LB-DE 
33 Dickerson,  Cleveland  ...... FB 
02 Draper, Larry  __ MG 
58 Eighme,  Harold  C 
40 Fisher, Buddy T 
87 Fortney,  Tim   SE 
*21 Gerhardt,  Dan   A 
77 Gilford, Chuck T 
*22 Glover, Bob ___ .....TB 
*64 Grywalski, Jim   G 
14 Harp, Mike A 
07 Harris, Larry  —_G 
34 Holstein,   Larry  A 
73 Hutchins,  Dave  T 
70 Johnson, Ed T 
* 74 Kahoun, Errol T 
50 Kcmpf, Ken  C 
39 Kergaard,  Dave  ..  T 
*50 Krasula,   Paul    C 
41 Leftwich, Bill _  1VB 
17 Lewis, Jerry    QB 
15 Lieberman,   Jeff   QB 
27 Logan,  Keith   S 
89 Love, Houston  TE 
* 11 Minotti, Joe  ___ QB 
*24 Moore, Al  TB 
80 Muckle,  George   E 
84 Nugent, Merv  E 
43 Oldershaw, Bill  HB 
37 Pannanen, Tom T 
03 Pechaitis, Ted  MG 
70 Pechaitis, Tom T 
51 Priddy, Bob   LB 
*30 Richer,   Bob   LB 
78 Root,  Ken   T 
47 Schroder, Paul HB 
55 Shambo, Dick   LB 
54 Shanahan, Jim LB 
*23 Shaw,  Jim         WB 
*25 Smith,  Bob  S 
09 Studer, Jerry T 
*40 Thomas, Bob -A 
10 Thompson, Kent    QB 
53 Torgler, Marty    C 
*08 Tsaloff,  Dave -G 
30 Tugglc,  John __ ____..HB 
32 Wade, Don  __  FB 
59 Waggoner, Don  LB 
38 Walters, Mike ___ T 
*52 Ware,  Greg _ _. MG 
71 Wvatt, Steve  .__. T 
29 Ye'rg, Ray ...  - WB 
05 Young, Bob G ♦Denotes Lcttermen 
lit. 117. Class Age Hometown (High School) 
0-2 205 So. 19 Alliance 
5-11 211 So. 20 Middlctown 
0-5 220 So. 19 Dayton (Chaminade) 
0-2 186 Sr. 21 Findlay 
0-2 <>9Q Jr. 20 Campbell  (Memorial) 
5-10 ioI So. 20 Cincinnati (Withrow) 
0-2 217 Sr. 21 Findlay 
0-1 202 Sr. 21 Lancaster 
5-10 175 So. 20 Cleveland  (Glenville) 
5-11 187 Jr- 20 Shadvside (Bellaire St. John) 
0-2 206 Jr- 21 Lima (Shawnee) 
0-1 211 Jr. 20 Cleveland  (Glenville) 
0-0 193 Jr- 20 F.lyria  (Senior) 
0-1 195 Jr- 20 Brunswick 
5-11 180 Jr- 20 Lima (Shawnee) 
0-0 210 So. 21 Cleveland  (Shaker Heights) 
5-11 197 Sr. 21 Cincinnati  (Roger Bacon) 
0-1 207 Jr- 20 Euclid 
0-2 194 Jr- 20 Lima  (Shawnee) 
0-2 207 So. 19 Sandusky 
5-10 209 So. 20 Cleveland  (Glenville) 
0-2 202 Jr. 20 Bridgeport 
0-1 195 Jr. 20 Springfield  (Catholic) 
0-1 193 So. 19 St. Mary's 
5-8 170 Sr. 21 Mt. Sterling 
0-2 237 So. 19 Cincinnati  (Princeton) 
5-9 163 Jr- 20 Blacklick (Gahanna Lincoln) 
5-10 209 Sr. 21 Canton  (Central Catholic) 
5-10 185 Jr- 20 Toledo (Whitmer) 
0-0 208 So. 19 Cincinnati  (Purcell) 
0-1 185 So. 19 Hamilton  (Catholic) 
0-3 234 Jr- 20 Vandalia (Butler) 
5-11 228 So. 19 Toledo (Bowsher) 
0-3 239 Jr- 20 Coshocton  (Three Rivers) 
0-1 210 Jr- 20 Coshocton 
5-11 214 Jr- 20 Rocky River 
0-3 224 Sr. 21 Toledo  (Central Catholic) 
5-10 169 Jr- 20 Plain City  (Jonathan Alder) 
0-0 174 
.!>'■ 20 North Chicago, III. 
0-1 164 So. 19 Cleveland  (Heights) 
0-0 183 Jr- 19 North Rovalton  (Root) 
0-2 183 Jr- 21 Elyria 
5-11 190 Sr. 21 Youngstown  (Cardinal Mooney) 
5-11 184 Sr. 22 Cincinnati  (Central) 
0-0 182 Jr- 20 Steubenville (Catholic) 
0-0 186 So. 19 New London 
0-1 182 So. 19 Farmington, Mich. 
0-2 226 So. 19 Arcadia 
0-2 211 So. 19 Vermilion (Fire-lands) 
0-2 213 So. 19 Vermilion (Firelands) 
5-9 184 Jr- 20 Lima  (Shawnee) 
0-0 187 Jr- 20 Massapequa, N. Y. 
0-3 228 Sr. 21 Cincinnati  (Princeton) 
0-0 176 So. 19 Cincinnati  (McNicholas) 
5-10 170 So. 19 Wyoming 
0-0 191 Jr- 20 Columbus (Watterson) 
5-11 192 Sr. 21 Youngstown  (Ursuline) 
0-1 171 Sr. 21 Cincinnati (Hughes) 
0-2 210 Jr- 21 Ottawa  (Ottawa-Glandorf) 
0-1 183 Sr. 21 Wadsworth 
5-11 171 So. 19 Covington 
0-0 202 Sr. 21 Toledo (Woodward) 
0-1 220 Sr. 21 Cuyahoga Falls (St. Vincent) 
0-1 172 Jr- 19 Eaton 
0-1 203 So. 19 Huntington, W. Va. 
5-11 206 So. 19 Elida  (Lima Central Catholic) 
0-2 210 So. 19 Hamilton   (Catholic) 
5-10 207 Jr- 21 Pittsburgh, Pa. 
0-4 228 So. 19 Washington C. H.  (Middlctown) 
5-6 173 So. 19 Fairborn 
5-11 204 So. 19 Zanesville 
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BOWLING GREEN 
TRANSFER 
MOVING and STORAGE 
352-2251 
530 S. MAPLE 
Age rtt far '. 
/VO/JTH AMER/CA/V l/A/V L//VES 
Also Featuring: 
MODERN-MOVE TRAILER RENTALS 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
National Cement Products 
Toledo and Perrysburg 
Supplies the University with Face Brick and 
Lightweight Concrete Block 
Backs Coach Bob Gibson and the 
1967 Falcons 
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For 
READY MIXED CONCRETE 
"At Its Best" 
See 
CHRISTOFF BROS. READY MIX INC. 
E. Woosfer at Railroad 
FOR ORDER OR ESTIMATES 
CALL 352-2911 
Bowling Green 
h- .,»* 
Fight Falcons! 
VISIT THE 
STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE 
530  E. WOOSTER  ST. 
FOR THE BEST IN 
NEW & USED TEXTBOOKS 
SWEATSHIRTS & MASCOTS 
AND 
A wide variety of cloth and paperback books for 
your educational needs and general reading enjoy- 
ment. 
"For All the Students, All the Time" 
KAUFMAN'S 
Downtown 
For the Best Steak . . . 
At the Best Price 
And At The 
HOLIDAY INN 
For That Special Occasion 
Also Banquets and Private Parties 
3T 
M 
Gary Arthur—TE John Ault—DHB Bob Babich—LB Ron Bash—T Jeff Baughman—TE 
Gaylord Cleaves—SE Jim Grywalski—G Paul Krasula—C Al Moore—HB Bob Rieber—LB 
MIAMI UNIVERSITY PLAYER PORTRAITS 
■■■ 
A£* 
Jim Shaw—HB Bob Smith—S 
BO SCHEMBECHLER 
Coach 
Kent Thompson—QB Dave Tsaloff—G Don Wade—FB 
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Miami University Builds Proud 
Miami University, second oldest university west 
o£ the Allegheny Mountains, is extremely proud of a 
rich heritage and strong tradition which have been 
formed since its founding in 1809, yet Miami is not 
standing still in the face of the modern challenges of 
higher education. 
To keep pace with the present standards of educa- 
tion, Miami has completed three residence halls, a 
dining hall, a classroom building and a library, in 
addition to the renovation of two other buildings, at 
a total cost of more than $13.5 million. Ten projects 
currently are under construction at the Oxford cam- 
pus, along with four projects on Miami branch cam- 
puses in Middletown and Hamilton. 
Most expensive of the current projects is the con- 
struction of John D. Milieu Assembly Hall, being 
built on the north end of the Oxford campus. Planned 
for a seating capacity for basketball contests of 9,200, 
the building is being constructed at a cost of more 
than $7.5 million, with a projected completion date 
of December, 1968. 
The projected basketball capacity all can be seated 
on permanent chair seats, and total capacity of 11,000 
is planned for other large-crowd events such as con- 
certs, convocations and speeches. All athletic depart- 
ment offices will be housed in the new facility as well 
as the United States Air Force ROTC unit at Miami. 
The building, largest on the Oxford campus, will 
cover 3.5 acres. 
Close to Miami Field, home of the football Red- 
skins, will be the $5.5 million chemistry building, 
scheduled for completion in June of 1969. Two resi- 
dence halls and a Dramatic-Arts-Music building are 
underway on the south Oxford campus. Each of the 
dormitories will house 328 students, while a 450-seat 
auditorium to house the Miami University Theatre 
and Village Playhouse are included in the dramatic 
arts building. 
A new behavioral sciences building is underway 
at a cost of more than SI.2 million and an elementary 
laboratory school is expected to be ready for occu- 
pancy by September, 1968. Being paid for entirely 
out of gifts and contributions by alumni and friends 
is Murstein Alumni Center with its Climer Guest 
Wing, expected to cost nearly $700,000. 
To service the new classroom buildings, assembly 
hall and residence halls, the University plans to make 
nearly $800,000 in alterations to its heating and elec- 
trical facilities. 
Miami University has come a long way since the 
construction of its first buildings over a century-and- 
a-half ago, and from all indications it will continue 
to keep pace with the growing demands of higher 
education. 
Miami's President 
DR. PHILLIP R. SHRIVER 
Miami University's Proposed Millett Assembly Hall 
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AFTER THE GAME 
TRY THE HOLIDAY INN OF PERRYSBURG 
Intersection of 1-75 and Route 20 
Featuring: 
The Wooden Indian Restaurant 
Blacksmith's Cocktail Lounge 
Phone: 874-3111 
fil.iUi.PAi.Cf. 
We are proud to announce that our new 1968 GMC 
pickup conies with features you can't even 
order on most pickups. 
_ • Double-wall cab construction with 
a thick slice of insulation sandwiched between. 
• Four headlights. Most pickups come with only two. 
• A selection of seven engines. V6's, In-Line Sixes and V8's. 
• Color-keyed interiors. A wide choice of combinations 
you'd only expect to find in passenger cars. 
POTTER INC 352-2235 
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AFTER THE GAME 
Stop At 
DORSEY'S   DRUGS 
500   E. Wooster & Railroad 
Across from B.G.S.U. 
MAGAZINES, FILM, CANDY, 
DRUGS, CARDS 
Bowling Green's Newest Drug Store 
GO FALCONS! 
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE 
1424  E. Wooster St. 
Across  from Harshman 
The Best In Game Supplies: 
Cow Bells Sweat Shirts 
Freddie Falcon Mascots 
Throw-away Raincoats 
Umbrellas Jackets 
Wow Two Great White Hut 
Drive-Ins in Bowling Green 
Featuring Our fabulous 
SUPER   KING 
Campus Store—1480 E. Wooster 
For Evening Campus Delivery Service 
Phone: 352-9661 
In-Town Store—945 S. Main 
Phone: 354-5893 
—Open 24 Hours— 
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Foreground: Chevelle SS 396. Comoro SS, top right. Corvette Sting Ray, top left 
MARK OF EXCELLENCE 
Our Sports Department 
A look of bold innovation and the 
feel of competitive excitement 
set Chevrolet sport models apart 
from the pack for '68. 
Revolutionary styling. 
Looking like a dream car come to 
life, the '68 Corvette Sting Ray 
is an astonishingly beautiful new 
sports car. It's nearly seven 
inches longer and two inches 
lower. Startling new features 
include Hide-A-Way windshield 
wipers concealed beneath a 
power-operated cowl panel, rear 
deck spoiler, high-backed bucket 
seats and push-type door 
opening buttons. 
Great performers, too. 
Quieter and smoother riding this 
year, Chevelle and Camaro, 
"The Hugger," offer new sports 
car-type performance—better 
handling, big engines. Camaro SS 
has a bulging striped hood that 
covers your choice of either a 
350- or 396-cubic-inch V8. 
Chevelle SS 396 for '68 has 
completely new styling, a wider 
tread, shorter wheelbase, and 
a twin-domed hood. 
More engine efficiency. 
Standard on many models with 
automatic transmission is an 
ingenious carburetor heater that 
gives you increased efficiency in 
cold weather. Standard, also, is 
a new GM exhaust emission 
control. 
New ventilation system. 
Astro Ventilation, a brand-new 
system of bringing in outside air, 
comes on Corvette, Camaro and 
the Caprice Coupe, and is avail- 
able on many other models. 
Proved safety features. 
All Chevrolet safety features are 
continued and you get many new 
ones such as energy-absorbing 
front seat backs and side 
marker lights for '68. Be 
smart. Be sure. Buy now at your 
Chevrolet dealer's. 
Free! 
Get Chevrolet's 60-page 
College Football 
Handbook 
Chevrolet's College Football 
Handbook contains a com- 
plete rundown on all the top 
teams, plus action photo- 
graphs and inside looks by 
famous sports commentators. 
You'll also find the schedules 
and line-ups of all 33 NCAA 
games lo be televised this 
fall. It's yours for the asking 
at your Chevrolet  dealer's. 
'68 Chevrolets CHEVROLET 
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SKETCHING THE HOME FOES 
EDITOR'S NOTE—The following sketches on Bowling Green State University's live home opponents, 
Quantico Marines, Western Michigan, Toledo, Miami and Northern Illinois, will provide plenty 
of interesting background material for Falcon fans. 
QUANTICO MARINES—This marks the first meeting between the Quantico 
Marines and Bowling Green . . . the Marines rolled to a 5-2-2 record in 1966, 
beating Marshall and tieing Toledo . . . since football started at Quantico in 
1921, the Marines have posted a 288-104-14 record . . . the Marines ran up six 
winning years before dropping to 2-6-1 in 1961 . . . former Bowling Green 
star Jerry Ward quarterbacked the Marines in 1966 but he isn't scheduled to 
be with them this season . . . Bowling Green's end coach Tom Kisselle played 
football for Quantico after graduating from BGSU in 1956. 
WESTERN MICHIGAN—Western Michigan's Broncos, under the dynamic leader- 
ship of head coach Bill Doolittle, are ready for another fine season . . . the 1966 
Broncos established a 7-3 overall mark and tied for first place in the Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference with a 5-1 record ... in the past two seasons, Doolittle's teams 
have a 13-5-1 record ... he is now moving into his fourth year after being voted 
as the Mid-American Conference Coach of the Year in 1966 . . . Bowling Green 
holds a 10-2-1 series lead over the Broncos but Western snapped the Falcons 
eight-game winning streak last year with a 16-11 victory . . . Western topped the 
Falcons in 1954 then had to wait until 1966 for another win . . . Bowling Green 
has blanked the Broncos three times but has given up 33 points in the last two 
years. 
TOLEDO—Toledo's Rockets clearly moved into the 1967 year looking for revenge 
. . . fine things were predicted for the Rockets in 1966 but they Hopped with a 
2-7-1 record . . . this year, basically the same team returns and Coach Frank 
Lauterbur is pressing hard for a winning year . . . Lauterbur moves into his 
fifth season as head of the Rockets football fortunes with an 11-27-1 mark . . . 
the battles between Bowling Green and Toledo have, for the most part, been 
very close and interesting . . . BGSU holds an 18-10-3 series lead and the 
Falcons have won 12 straight . . . Toledo hasn't won since 1954 . . . however, 
in 1965 the score was 21-14 while last year the margin was just 14-13 . . . Toledo 
hasn't finished on the winning side of the ledger since the 1957 squad came 
up with a 5-4 record but the 1967 team could well break this string . . . 
Toledo is Bowling Green's second oldest rival . . . quarterback John Schneider 
makes the Rockets go. 
MIAMI—For the past five years, Miami has been blessed with outstanding quarter- 
backs with Ernie Kellermann and Bruce Matte handling the job . . . that era 
has passed for the Redskins and it will be interesting in 1967 to see how Coach 
Bo Schembechler handles the situation ( . . Miami had another outstanding 
season in 1966 as the Redskins gained a 9-1 record to bring Schembechler's 
five-year record to 27-10-3 . . . for the past two years, the Redskins have grabbed 
a share of the title ... in 1965 they tied with Bowling Green before ending 
up tied with Western in 1966 ... in the series between the two schools, Miami 
holds a 16-6-2 edge . . . however, since 1959, the Falcons have a 4-3-1 mark 
against the Redskins . . . under coaches Perry and Gibson, Bowling Green has 
a 4-6-2 record against Miami. 
NORTHERN ILLINOIS—This marks the first time that Bowling Green and Northern 
Illinois have met on the football field . . . however, the two schools have met 
three times in basketball with the Falcons holding a 2-1 series edge . . . last 
season, the Huskies had an 8-2 record . . . Kent State defeated the Northern 
squad by a 26-7 margin . . . this season, the Huskies go against three Mid- 
American Conference opponents, Kent, Bowling Green and Toledo . . . coach 
Howard Fletcher has a 67-35-1 record at Northern . . . the Huskies like to put 
the ball in the air and have had excellent results in this department in the past 
few years with fellows like George Bork handling the quarterback post . . . 
this season, Mike Griesman is likely to get the quarterback call ... in 1966, he 
completed 141 of 283 passes for 1,899 yards and 18 touchdowns . . . look for 
the Huskies to throw the ball when they face the Falcons. 
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MAKE 
EVERY YARD 
COUNT... 
DOUBLE! 
Double because you'll be 
earning a commission while you 
earn your college degree. 
All it takes is a few hours a 
week and a six-week summer 
camp. It's that easy in Army 
ROTC. 
Whether you plan a civilian 
or a military career, Army ROTC 
gives you the kind of training 
and experience you need to 
motivate, organize and tead 
men. You'll learn them all in 
Army ROTC. 
Get the details from your Pro- 
fessor of Military Science at 
any ROTC college. 
Your future, your decision... 
choose Army ROTC. 
BGSU 
illinium    JH Nb 
«K      9m       mm        H 
Steve  Lcmning—FB Tom Lloyd—T Tom Luettke—G 
6-1    200 6-3    225 6-0    240 
Findlay Westlake Toledo (Rogers) 
I 
Fred Mathews—HB 
6-0    180 
Canton (McKinley) 
&1 
Charlie May—E 
6-3    210 
Sandusky 
J 
* 
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Ernie Pollack—T 
6-1    220 
New Lebanon 
Britt Raburn—C 
6-1    190 
Cleveland (Brush) 
Mike Moon—HB 
5-10    175 
Bowling Green 
■ 
Mike Pallo—G Wally Pankratz—T Joe Pearce—HB 
5-10    200 6-4    215 5-9    170 
Youngstown Fremont (Ross) Mansfield (Madison) 
Charles Radich—FB 
6-2    225 
Brewster (Fairless) 
FALCONS 
Jerry Machovina—HB 
6-2    185 
Berea 
Bill Nucklos—G 
6-0    185 
Canton (McKinley) 
Bob Maltarich—HB 
6-2    190 
East Liverpool 
P. J. Nyitray—QB 
6-0    180 
Toledo (Waite) 
Jim Perry—QB 
5-11     180 
Logan,  W. Va. 
Mike Marchione—FB 
5-11     180 
Ottawa  (Glandorf) 
AI Orr—HB 
6-1    175 
Youngstown 
Dave  Polak—G 
6-2    210 
Parma 
Dave Roese—T Dave Royer—C Roger Schmidt—T 
6-1    220 5-9    190 6-2    230 
Ashville  (Teays Valley) Columbus (Grandview) Milford Center 
Don't Miss 
Fa/con 
Football Report 
Every 
Tuesday evening at 11 p.m. 
on 
Channel 24 WDHO-TV 
Produced at WBGU-TV 
Jim Lessig—Host 
Warren Wankelman—Producer 
Jim  Krone—Director 
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GREAT BOWLING GREEN  PLAYERS FROM THE PAST 
Editor's Xote: This is the fourth of a five-part series on great Bowling Green State University 
players from the past. The series has been prepared by the Athletic Department's Business 
Manager Don Cunningham. 
WAYNE BORDNER . . . Captain of 1943 team and co-captain with Stan Yoder of 1946 team 
. . . One of the outstanding ends in BG history . . . Won awards on 1941-42-43 and 1946 
teams . . . Gained all-Ohio honors in 1942 and 1943 .. . Considered an excellent pass re- 
ceiver... Won the 1941 Kent game with a sensational catch in the final seconds for a 
12-6 BG win . . . Led the pass receivers in 1942 and was big target for Al Dimarco on 1943 
team while serving as V-12 Marine... Came back after South Pacific duty to excel as 
defensive end on 1946 team ... Won two awards in basketball as center-forward on 1941- 
42 and 1942-43 teams... Was considered excellent rebounder . .. Also won two awards in 
track, running hurdles and member of relay teams . . . Came to BG from Tiffin Columbian 
. .. Now a sales executive in Louisville, Ky. . . . 
... 
MAX MINNICH . . . All-Ohio halfback on 1946-47-48 teams... Came along fast in his 
sophomore year to become regular by mid-season ... Gained 314 yards in 77 carries... 
Scored three touchdowns in 33-6 romp over Xavier in 1946 finale .'.. Led scoring in 1947 
with seven touchdowns . .. Handled most of punting and picked up 356 yards running ... 
Had a sensational senior year working some at quarterback where he completed 19 of 38 for 
405 yards and led total offensive figures with 609 yards. . . Also stood out on pass defense, 
having 12 pass interceptions... Had 18 touchdowns for career ... Drafted by Los Angeles 
Rams where he was last rookie cut in 1949 camp ... First came to BG in V-12 Navy pro- 
gram where he won basketball award in 1944 ... Outstanding softball pitcher ... Coached 
at Liberty Center . . . Now school administrator in Eaton Rapids, Mich. .. . 
4 
ROBERT SCHNELKER . . . One of the all-time great pass receivers in BG's 49-year football 
history... Was all-Ohio end in 1948 and 1949 ... Came to BG to play basketball but 
turned to football where he won awards in 1947-48-49 . . . Caught 14 passes for 243 yards in 
junior year ... Had fine senior year with 20 catches and 434 yards ... Totaled 13 touch- 
downs for career ... Caught five passes for 88 yards in great 13-13 tie with John Carroll 
in 1948 . . .Drafted by Cleveland Browns . . . Had two seasons with Quantico Marines . .. 
Returned to Browns but traded to Philadelphia Eagles where he played one season before 
going to New York Giants where he was an outstanding end for nine'seasons . . . Named to 
the all-NFL team in 1958 and 1959 and played in Pro-Bowl game the same years .. . Retired 
from active duty in 1962 . . . Coached defensive ends for Los Angeles Rams two seasons . .. 
Now in his second year as offensive end coach with Green Bay Packers. . . 
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Touchdowns and Stew 
by MARIAN ROGERS 
DO YOU have a "pigskin" pan- 
try? 
Thousands of American wom- 
en have so that everyone in the 
family can enjoy the football game 
and still get balanced meals to offset 
that unbalanced line which may be 
playing the devil with the team's 
chances of winning. 
The "pigskin" pantry, adaptable to 
any climate, contains shortcuts for 
meals before, after or during the 
game. 
If you keep your family well-fed 
during football mania, you'll avoid 
getting "fed-up" and still score with 
Dad, the kids, friends and yourself. 
Women have taken to football _ in 
ever-increasing numbers and quick 
meals are their salvation. 
To keep an eye on the action, plan 
foods that can be cooked and frozen 
ahead of time, then simply reheated. 
Try the "meal-in-a-pot" which cooks 
untended. Also, ranges with timers 
and temperature controls can untie 
your apron strings, freeing you to re- 
lax at the stadium or in the den. 
If you're game-bound, eat a late 
breakfast. Then, with a snack during 
the game, you'll be ready for a bub- 
bling casserole dish with a bean sal- 
ad, fruit jello, packaged rolls and 
coffee or tea when you return home. 
A life-saver for today's woman 
whose schedule is as jammed as the 
lengthening football season is beef 
stew prepared and frozen a month 
before the big clash. 
Thaw the stew overnight in the re- 
frigerator. Reheat it over a low fire, 
and serve with frozen peas and car- 
rots. Do not add sour cream to beef 
stroganoff until after it has been re- 
heated. 
Onion-topped green bean casserole 
makes a wonderful teammate for 
"scoreboard stroganoff." It can be 
put together almost as fast as the 
quarterback can complete a pass to 
paydirt. Rolls, a fruit cup, assorted 
cookies and coffee round out this 
gridiron gourmet specialty. 
Thanksgiving Day football games 
conflict with this patriotic meal. 
However, housewives can switch 
from mid-day to an after-game feast. 
You can use your automated range or 
bake your turkey at a low, steady 
temperature, putting it in the oven 
just before piling in the car for the 
football field. When you get back to 
the kitchen, the finishing touches 
don't take long. Cranberry jelly or 
sauce and dessert are already pre- 
pared. Whip up the gravy and mash 
the potatoes. Potato buds in a pack- 
age merely require warmed milk, 
butter and seasoning. 
Thus your Thanksgiving dinner can 
be on the table in less than a time- 
out period. 
If it's cold, set a roaring fire in the 
fireplace. Rush out a tray of zippy hot 
soup drinks to melt the frost in their 
radiators. How about cream of aspar- 
agus soup with crumbled Roquefort 
cheese and a sprinkling of chives? 
Put extra "third down" punch in 
black bean soup with a splash of 
orange liqueur. Or be generous with 
gin and lemon juice to bring out the 
best in a pot of broth. 
Companions for the soup chill- 
cures are mixtures of olives, nuts and 
stuffed French bread slices. Scoop out 
the soft centers of small-size French 
loaves early in the day. Fill them 
with tuna salad, deviled ham and 
grated cheese or peanut butter and 
chutney spread. 
To "cool" it after a game in 90 de- 
gree weather, include cold drinks, 
fruit plates, and salads, "store- 
bought" frozen desserts or a summer 
luncheon menu. 
Good thirst quenchers are sunshine 
fruit punch, club soda iced tea punch 
and iced coffee. Sunshine punch calls 
for one cup orange juice, one cup un- 
sweetened pineapple juice, one- 
fourth cup lemon juice, one-fourth 
cup maraschino cherry juice, one cup 
dry ginger ale, two tablespoons of 
honey and one pint of vanilla ice 
cream. Mix juices, ginger ale and 
honey. Add ice cream and stir until 
blended. Serve topped with mara- 
schino cherries. Makes one and one- 
half quarts. 
The club soda iced tea punch would 
make the team's water boy throw 
away his bucket. Steep one and one- 
fourth pound of tea leaves with one 
quart of boiling water for five min- 
utes. Next boil together four cups of 
sugar and four cups of water for five 
minutes, then add to tea. Pour in one 
quart of lemon juice and an equal 
amount of orange juice plus one No. 
5 can of pineapple juice. Mix in two 
quarts of club soda. Makes seven 
quarts that will slake your family's 
thirst and leave enough for the entire 
football team. 
Cold cantaloupe can be a winner 
with scoops of softened cream cheese, 
crunchy with pecans. Or maybe co- 
conut banana rolls? They're easy. Dip 
banana sections in lemon juice and 
honey, and sprinkle with coconut. 
Serve with cream cheese softened 
with fruit juice. Garnish with red, 
flavored gelatine or jellied cranberry 
sauce. 
The makings of a cold menu treat 
after the final quarter include cold 
sliced ham, toasted rolls, hot baked 
beans, a relish and baked frozen cup- 
cakes. Finish off with coffee. Take 
canned baked beans, add molasses, 
brown sugar, catsup, mustard and 
bacon. Only takes a jiffy and you 
haven't missed a single play on the 
TV screen. 
With these shortcuts to gridiron 
cookery with a gourmet touch, don't 
be surprised if your family chooses 
you for the All-America team of 
housewives. Isn't it easy to join in on 
the football fun° 
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ATO VICTORY BELL BECOMES FALCON TRADITION 
Fifty-eight games is a long streak but this is the 
exact number of Bowling Green State University 
football contests Alpha Tau Omega's Victory Bell 
"Old Alpha" has attended. 
Now, this may not seem like much until you look 
at the records and see where the bell has gone 
these past five years. 
For example, in 1961, the Falcons played in the 
Mercy Bowl in Los Angeles, California, and the 
bell was there. The same was true when Bowling 
Green traveled to Texas in 1962 to play West Texas 
State and then returned in 1964 and 1965 to play 
against North Texas State and face West Texas 
again. 
Last year, "Old Alpha" was in Tampa, Florida for 
the opening game and in Philadelphia, Pa. for the 
season's final contest against Temple. 
"Old Alpha" has been rung by ATO members 
following every Falcon touchdown and conversion 
since the opening game of the 1961 season. The 
bell has had a lot of tolling to do as BG has com- 
piled a 45-11-1 record during this period of time 
and has scored almost 1,150 points. 
Over this period of time, the bell has traveled 
24,612 miles. The longest trip was 2,500 miles to 
the Mercy Bowl in Los Angeles. 
The bell is taken to games on a trailer pulled 
behind a car. Pulling the bell is no small task as 
it weighs 1,260 pounds. The 1960 ATO pledge 
class had a special trailer built to support the bell. 
Funds for taking "Old Alpha" to all the away 
games are donated by various sources. For the long 
trips, most of the necessary funds come from local 
merchants. This year's bell chairman Gene Fari- 
son, estimates that travel costs and repairs will cost 
the fraternity about .$500. 
BELL RINGERS—Left to right are Gene Farison, John Quinn, John Morris, 
Tom Cumpson and Phil Gleen. These five ATO's are pictured with their 
Victory Bell "Old Alpha". 
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Dave Seiter—E 
6-3    230 
East Palestine 
Al Silva—G 
5-10    200 
Shelton, Conn. 
44 
Dave Whitaker—E 
6-3    210 
Wapakoneta 
BGSU FALCONS 
\ 
John  Shartle—T 
6-1    210 
Kettering (Fairmont) 
Mike Shepherd—HB 
6-0    180 
Carlisle 
k 
Larry Smith—T 
6-0    220 
Barberton 
Bob Spencer—G 
5-11    205 
Canton (McKinley) 
\ 
Vern Wireman—QB 
5-11    175 
Warren (Harding) 
Bob Zimpfer—HB 
5-10    180 
Troy 
X 
Greg Shinn—HB 
6-2    185 
Alliance (Marlington) 
Tom Standring—E 
6-2    200 
Cleveland (Rhodes) 
John Szychowski—E Art Travis—E Dave Urdzik—T Larry Watson—C 
6-1    195 6-0    180 6-1    230 6-2    215 
Toledo (Central) Mechanicsburg Steubenville Tiffin (Columbian) 
Dennis Zolciak—G 
6-1    210 
Toledo (Central) 
- 
FALCON FOOTBALL GETS EXCELLENT RADIO COVERAGE 
DUGAN FRY 
WFOB 
DON KING 
WMGS 
The airways are literally filled with Bowling Green 
State University football this season with four stations, 
WFOB, Fostoria and Bowling Green, WMGS, Bowling 
Green, WAWR-FM, Bowling Green, and WBGU, the 
university's station, all broadcasting Falcon football. 
For the eighth straight year, the veteran broadcast- 
ing team of Dugan Fry and Gene Kinn, are handling 
the play-by-play for WFOB that also originates a five- 
station radio network, including WTOD, Toledo, 
WONW, Defiance, WBCO, Bucyrus, and WERT, Van 
Wert. 
Veteran broadcaster Don King, the former sports 
director of Toledo station WOHO who for eight 
years was the voice of all University fo Toledo football 
and basketball games, handles the play-by-play for 
WMGS while Jerry McCullen is in front of the mike 
for WAWR-FM. 
Fry worked at radio station WCLT, Newark, and 
WTTF, Tiffin, before coming to WFOB eight years 
ago. He is now the station's sports director. Kinn has 
been with WFOB for nine years and is currently pro- 
gram director. 
King left WOHO to become Public Relations and 
Advertising Director at Toledo Raceway Park for one 
and one-half years. After leaving Raceway. King pur- 
chased the Toledo Visitor, a publication for the execu- 
tive and visitor to the Toledo area, and is now editing 
and managing that publictaion. 
The four stations covering the Falcons have com- 
bined to give the fans in northwestern Ohio excellent 
coverage of Bowling Green State University's 10-game 
1967 schedule. 
WFOB will be the only one of the four stations 
carrying all 10 Bowling Green games while WMGS, 
being a daytime station, will miss the Dayton and 
California State encounters. WAWR and WBGU will 
be covering the Falcons during their home games. 
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FEATURING SUCH  OUTSTANDING LINES AS: 
Villager 
Austin-Hill 
John Meyer 
Junior Accent 
Lanz 
Daveys  Handbags 
Don Sophisticates 
Junior House 
Cherberg 
Zentall  jewelry 
Gay Gibson 
College Town 
Well  jewelry 
Lady Bug 
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CHEER FOR BOWLING 
Marti Stevens and Rex Bishop 
#JJ* 
46 
Jeanne Nock and Tom Deck 
BG-SU 
BG-SU 
BG-SU 
Falcons! 
Orange-Brown 
Orange-Brown 
Orange-Brown 
Touchdown! 
Janie Angert and Dave Parker 
iA9 
ALMA MATER 
Alma Mater hear us, 
As we praise thy name 
Make us worthy sons and daughters 
Adding to thy fame. 
Time will treat you kindly 
Years from now you'll be 
Ever dearer in our hearts, 
Our University. 
From your halls of ivy 
To the campus scene, 
Chimes ring out with gladness 
For our dear Bowling Green. 
When all is just a mem'ry 
Of the by-gone days, 
Hear our hymn dear Alma Mater 
As thy name we praise. 
GREEN 
Phi Bovier and Kerry Jarvis 
mm 
Jacquie Baumgardner and Tom Lawrence 
Fight team fight! 
Fight team light! 
Fight team!  Fight team! 
Fight! Fight!  Fight! 
Give me a B (B) 
Give me a G (G) 
Give me a S (S) 
Give me a U (U) 
Falcons! 
Fight, fight, fight (louder) 
Fight, fight, fight (louder) 
Fight, Fight, FIGHT! 
Let's go Bowling Green 
clap clap—clap clap clap 
(keep repeating) 
Go Team Go 
Go Team Go 
Go Team 
Go Team 
Go Go Go 
Gooooo Falcons 
Beat  
Gooooo Falcons 
Beat  
F-A-L-C-O-N-S 
Wendy Whitlinger and Dick Pierce 
Darlene McCarthy and Bruce Bittmann 
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY'S FALCON CLUB 
'Perpetuating   Bowling Green Athletic Tradition" 
The Falcon Club provides the means for individuals to support Bowling 
Green State University's athletic program and encourage leadership and com- 
petitive qualities in those young men with academic and athletic abilities. 
Bowling Green's Falcon Club is now in its fourth year. During its first year 
of existence, over 120 individuals joined the club. The growth since that time 
has been most encouraging and now in 1967-68 close to 400 loyal Bowling Green 
fans claim memberships. 
The membership fee is a minimum gift of $25.00 per year. Checks should be 
made payable to the Bowling Green State University Foundation, Inc. and desig- 
nated for the Falcon Club. 
All gifts provide direct support for the athletic program. In an effort to 
provide a well rounded athletic program at Bowling Green State University, the 
Falcon Club program encompasses all varsity sports. 
What Are The Objectives 
To encourage young men with academic, athletic, and 
leadership abilities to attend the University. 
To assist in bringing these students to the campus. 
To contribute to the athletic grant-in-aid program. 
To assist in securing summer employment for these 
student athletes. 
To promote Bowling Green's athletic teams and ath- 
letes whenever and wherever the opportunity 
arises. 
T5* 
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What Are The Advantages To Members? 
* Falcon Club members are the backbone of Bowling 
Green's booster organizations and as such must receive 
their chief source of satisfaction from seeing the ath- 
letic program prosper. However, it is the University's 
aim to provide members with as many activities and 
privileges as are practical. The 1967-68 plans include 
the following: 
• Reserved parking for football and basketball games. 
• A decal and card signifying membership in the 
Club. 
• Periodic newsletters during the athletic year. 
• Copies of the Falcon Fact Books. 
• Meet the Team Day-September 13, play nine holes 
of golf, watch an afternoon practice of the 1967 
Falcon Footballers, followed by a picnic and the 
chance to meet the coaches and players. 
• A post-Miami Game Falcon Club gathering at the 
Holiday Inn. 
• Falcon Club luncheons throughout the athletic 
year. 
• Falcon Club gathering following a selected basket- 
ball game. 
• A listing of Falcon Club members in a football and 
basketball program. 
• A Falcon Club tie tack for all first year members. 
48      "All Falcon Club Members and The Guests Are Invited To The Post-Game Gathering Following Today's 
Game At The Holiday Inn." 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY'S 
1967-68 FALCON CLUB 
Bowling  Green Members 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Armstrong 
Frederick N. Arn 
Printy Arthur 
Walter S. Ashbaugh 
G. E. A very 
Thomas Baer 
Frank S. Baker 
M. W. Ballard 
Robert Baron 
Ross A. Barr 
Charles E. Bartlett 
Dr. R. S. Beattie 
Bill Berry 
Robert P. Beynon 
Thomas L. Biggs 
Rev. Loyal G. Bishop 
Luther M. Bivins 
H. W. Black 
Otis L. Block 
Don Blosser 
Harry C. Boileau 
Dr. James G. Bond 
Robert O. Bone 
Leroy W. Bortel 
Stanley D. Bortel 
J. C. Botte 
Robert E. Bowers 
D. C. Brackney 
H. Robert Brim 
Mel Brodt 
H. R. Brown 
Richard F. Brown 
L. Kent Bruno 
Ashel G. Bryan 
Mrs. L. W. Burnett 
Huston E. B. Chapman 
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Cheek 
D. L. Christensen 
D. Glenn Christian 
Robert B. Clasen 
Robert B. Clements 
William H. Close 
Mickey Cochrane 
Charles L. Codding 
Thomas J. Colaner 
Floyd A. Coller 
Robert J. Conibear 
Orville V. Cook 
Gilbert W. Cooke 
Samuel M. Cooper 
Boyd L. Crawford 
H. E. Cross 
Patrick Crowley 
Don A. Cunningham 
Bruno J. DAlonzo 
Francis Dahms 
Russell Decker 
Dr. James P. Dee 
Rolland O. Dermer 
George E. Dickey 
Robert E. Dudley 
H. Richard Dunipace 
Regis M. Echle 
L. Thomas Erickson 
George Farr 
Henry Fearnside 
Robert L. Fearnside 
Glenn Fegley 
Fred Fether 
Bill C. Fitch 
Merle Flamm 
Raymond H. Flower 
Gilbert R. Foster 
Willard Fox 
Dewey T. Fuller 
Carl W. Gamble 
Dr. D. L. Gamble 
Ralph H. Geer 
Harold G. Gibson 
Robert M. Gibson 
David W. Gladieux 
Robert M. Gravel 
Walter T. Hadley 
Karl H. Hanneman 
Fred Hansen 
Kenneth H. Harger 
H. Richard Harms 
James E. Harris 
Robert D. Henderson 
Dale C. Herbert 
Dr. Douglas S. Hess 
Cecil H. Hinesman 
Robert E. Hoagland 
James E. Hof 
Andrew L. Housholder 
Gus Hoverson 
Frank E. Huber 
Dr. Norman C. Huffman 
James E. Huntington 
Nick Hyduke 
Don E. Jackson 
Dr. J. R. Janney 
Theodore J. Jenson 
William T. Jerome, III 
Robert S. Johnson 
Charles F. Jones 
Dr. Hugh E. Jones 
Dr. Kenneth S. Jones 
Eli Joyce 
Harold Junk 
Harold E. Kathrens 
Stan Kaufman 
Ray B. Kay 
Robert J. Keefe 
Roy Klever 
Rex Klopfenstein 
Harry S. Klotz 
J. Robert Knestrict 
Dr. William G. Kramer 
E. J. Kreischer 
Paul W. Ladd 
Raymond E. Ladd 
Thomas J. Lahey 
Merritt P. Lambert 
Harland Lehtomaa 
Macs Leitman 
James W. Lessig 
Robert Livengood 
K. H. McFall 
Robert W. McCracken 
Dr. H. W. Mannhardt 
C. Richard Marsh 
R. D. Marshall 
Argil W. Martin 
R. H. Meister 
E. H. Mercer, D.D.S. 
Vince Messenger 
Glee Mills 
Frederick R. Moon 
Donald Morlock 
Leo E. Morris 
Donald E. Nehlen 
Albert Newlove 
EdwaVd N. Nietz 
Robert Nye 
Thomas W. Ohns 
Charles M. Organ 
Dale Otley 
Dr. Paul R. Overhulse 
B. D. Owens 
Doyt L. Perry 
Marvin R. Peterson 
Clarence Pike 
Paul Pope 
Dudley Potter 
Richard E. Powers 
Clement R. Premo 
Everett W. Prowant 
James C. Quick 
Daniel W. Reddin, III 
Dr. W. L. Redhead 
Thomas P. Reicosky 
Bob Reider 
O. J. Retterer 
Jim Richardson 
Philip Ricketts 
Robert G. Riegle 
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. 
Robinson, Sr. 
Earl Rodcheffer 
Harold K. Ross 
James Ruchl 
E. E. Rupright 
Clarence Russell 
Roy Scharf 
Bernard T. Schneider, Sr. 
Bob Schneider 
Ken Schoeni 
Jack Scott 
Security Enterprises, Inc. 
Dorsey Sergent 
Glenn M. Sharp 
R. J. Shellhammer 
William Shuler 
Donald L. Shull 
Donald D. Simmons 
F. Gus Skibbie 
A. L. Sloan 
Al Smith 
Donnal V. Smith 
Forrest A. Smith 
Paul F. Smith 
Ronald A. Smith 
Timothy F. Smith 
Dallas Sockrider 
Daniel T. Spitler 
E. V. Spitler 
J. Howard Starr 
Stuart Stearns 
Tom Stubbs 
Wallace W. Taylor, Jr. 
Don F. Titus 
Leo Tonjes 
Keith W. Trowbridge 
Bob Uhlman 
Fred W. Uhlman, Jr. 
Robert G. Vannett 
William H. Violet 
Karl E. Vogt 
Harry R. Wagner 
Edward H. Ward 
Willard Wankelman 
Clarence Warren 
Louis W. Welt 
Dr. Halford E. Whitacre 
Larry White 
Ray C. Whittaker 
H. A. Wickham 
Philip R. Wigg 
LeRoy M. Wilcox 
Thomas P. Willett 
Vernon Williams 
Eugene R. Wilson 
Eklon Workman 
Volney Wright 
Richard A. Young 
Robert A. Younkin 
M. J. Zutavern 
Out-of-town Members 
Ross K. Albon 
Robert P. Benjamin 
Paul M. Berens 
Larry K. Bernhard 
Ralph Bigelow 
Richard N. Bishop 
Mr. and Mrs. Jay R. Bone 
Arthur F". Brand 
Joseph G. Brennan 
D. A. Brentlinger 
Harris T. Budoff 
Kenneth P. Caldwell 
Thomas W. Carton, Sr. 
John L. Chambers 
Michael R. Clancy 
Albert C. Cook 
Emiel J. Cool 
Robert E. Costello 
Harry L. Crawford 
Gene Davis 
Matt O. Dotson 
Herman A. Drews 
Patrick B. Duthie, Jr. 
Fred Echelbarger 
William Enck 
R. H. Ernsthausen 
Merwin R. Ewald 
R. E. Fellhauer 
Marion L. Icssler 
Roy V. Feuerbach 
Sam Finley 
P. D. Flanders 
John W. Fraker 
C. Richard Fruth 
Dugan Fry 
Bill Gcrnert 
Jack E. Giroux 
J. Naaman Godby 
R. James Goldey 
Carter A. Hadley 
Gerald B. Harms 
William Haug 
J. Richard Herring 
Paul E. Hirschy 
Joseph Hodakicvic 
John E. Hoover 
Raymond J. Horstman 
Dr. Owen F\ Hughes 
K. H. Hulbert 
Dr. Jan K. Hull 
Ernest Ingold 
John L. Johnson 
Robert C. Kelley 
William Koteles 
E. J. Kramer 
Robert W. Kruse 
Leo R. Kubiak 
Charles F. Kurfess 
James W. Ladd 
Howard F. Lang 
James M. Lehmann 
Robert C. Leu ten 
Marshall K. Lloyd 
William J. Lloyd 
Floyd S. Longfellow, Jr. 
David McClain 
Dave Martin 
Billy L. Miller 
John E. Miller 
Robert J. Miller 
Wendellc C. Miller 
John P. Monetta 
Douglas E. Mooney 
Dr. K. Jack Morimitsu 
J. E. Mortland 
Roger H. Motten 
Paul J. Nyitray, Sr. 
Willis On 
Jim W. Parker 
Glenn C. Parsons 
John Payak, Jr. 
Robert B. Peper 
Donald C. Perrin 
Charles E. Perry 
Lester Perry 
D. H. Plassman 
Wm. J. Primrose, Jr. 
Robert M. Prince 
Charles Radich 
David L. Radlinski 
Richard C. Rcis 
Sally Reynolds 
Judson Rinebold 
William L. Robinson 
William L. Ruiter 
Kenneth R. Sailer 
Al Sautter 
Willard W. Schaller 
Douglas L. Seiple 
Dean L. Shappel 
Paul Shartle, Jr. 
Joe Silvester 
Ed Siminski 
Donald G. Simmons 
Dr. V. E. Slotterbeck 
Charles W. Smitli 
Harold A. Smitli 
Weldon A. Smith 
Wm. Armour Smith 
Fred Snell 
Richard E. Spitler 
David W. Steinman 
Dr. Clifford A. Stevenson 
Don L. Stevenson 
Roger L. Storck 
N. R. Strathman 
R. Harlow Swickard 
Russell B. Terrell 
Walter F. Terrell 
Harvey L. Thomas 
John R. Titus 
J. J. Tope 
Michael Trbovich 
Dr. Harold K. Trcece 
Fred W. Ulreich, Sr. 
George Urschel, Jr. 
Frank M. Valli 
Jerry E. Ward 
Jack R. Wellington 
Jerry Wendling 
Robert A. Whaley 
J. P. Whitehurst 
Wm. A. Whitman 
George M. Whitson 
Tom S. Williams 
Arthur Wilson 
Edwin G. Wintucky 
Edward P. Wolfram, Jr. 
Jack B. Woodland 
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% ©to fhntettmt 
APPROVED    (^^)    RESTAURANT 
Sz£?p?*& CLOSED 
&Ji$ SUNDAYS MgL & HOLIDAYS 
BraPtiK Hospitality Since   1836 
Col. Smedlap Effingtass 
1784-1884 
Cocktails: 4  p.m. till  closing 
Dinners  served: 
5  p.m.  to   1 1 -.45 
Dinner served by Candlelight with the Colonel and 
Southern Belles making your visit to the Old Plan- 
tation an enjoyable and relaxing experience .... 
E. WAYNE ST. at RIVER RD. 
MAUMEE, O. -  Phone:  TW3-8789 
INSIST ON 
POTATO CHIPS-TASTY SNACKS 
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a. . 
STADIUM 
INFORMATION 
We request your cooperation in observing the rules and tradi- 
tions of this University and of the state law which makes it 
illegal to bring or consume alcoholic beverages of any kind 
on  the  campus. 
Concession stands are conveniently located at the end of each 
entrance  ramp under the  stadium. 
Rest rooms are located on both the east and west sides of the 
stadium and can be found between ramps 2 and 4, 6 and 8, 
1  and 3 plus 5 and 7. 
Telephones are conveniently located in the stadium next to 
all the rest room facilities. 
The first aid room is on the east side of the stadium between 
ramps  4  and 6. 
Anyone finding a lost article is requested to turn it in to the 
first  aid room  attendant. 
Spectators must keep off the playing field at all times during 
and after the game. At the end of the game, spectators must 
use the ramp exits rather than the field level exits. 
Returning to Toledo . . . 
. . . After the Game 
STOP  FOR  DINNER AT ONE  OF  THE 
OF TOLEDO 
• Holiday Inn-South 
Detroit-Toledo Expressway at 
the Ohio Turnpike,  Exit 5 
• Holiday Inn-West 
Reynolds Road at the Ohio 
Turnpike, Exit 4 
• Holiday Inn-North 
Detroit-Toledo Expressway at 
Manhattan  Blvd.  Interchange 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
WOOD COUNTY'S 
NEWEST AND LARGEST 
APPLIANCE STORE 
,r\ APPLIANCE 
C)    and TV 
'*Wj309 S MAIN ST.. BOWLING GREW \ 
Telephone 353-2291 
Ray Shellhammer  '49 Owner 
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BOWLING GREEN'S OPPONENTS AT A GLANCE 
OPPONENTS Sept. 9 Sept. 16 Sept. 23 Sept. 30 Oct. 7 Oct. 14 Oct. 21 Oct. 28 Nov. 4 Nov. 11 Nov. 13 Nov. 25 
QUANTICO MARINES at William & 
Mary 
7-38 
at Xavier 
18-20 
at Bowling 
Green 
0-29 
at Akron 
0-20 
at Lamar 
Tech 
6-41 
at Villanova 
16-41 
at Northern 
Michigan 
0-27 
East 
Tennessee 
Pensacola 
Navy 
Parsons 
DAYTON EASTERN 
KENTUCKY 
18-0 
at Cincinnati 
27-13 
BOWLING 
GREEN 
0-7 
at Louisville 
7-29 
at Southern 
Illinois 
34-14 
TEMPLE 
56-6 
OHIO 
UNIVERSITY 
at Xavier MIAMI at Toledo 
WESTERN MICHIGAN MIAMI 
24-14 
at Arkansas 
State 
8-21 
at Brigham 
Young 
19-44 
at Bowling 
Green 
10-6 
KENT STATE 
16-7 
at Toledo 
9-35 
MARSHALL at Ohio 
University 
XAVIER 
TOLEDO OHIO 
UNIVERSITY 
M-20 
at Xavier 
24-7 
at Marshall 
14-7 
at Bowling 
Green 
33-0 
WESTERN 
MICHIGAN 
35-9 
KENT STATE at Miami NORTHERN 
ILLINOIS 
DAYTON VILLANOVA 
(Nov. 23) 
KENT STATE at Buffalo 
6-30 
NORTHERN 
ILLINOIS 
35-0 
at Ohio 
University 
21-14 
MIAMI 
7-21 
at Western 
Michigan 
7-16 
BOWLING 
GREEN 
6-7 
at Toledo LOUISVILLE MARSHALL at Xavier 
MIAMI at Western 
Michigan 
14-24 
atTulane 
14-3 
XAVIER 
6-7 
at Kent State 
21-7 
MARSHALL 
48-6 
OHIO 
UNIVERSITY 
22-15 
at Bowling 
Green 
TOLEDO at Dayton at Cincinnati 
MARSHALL at Morehead 
6-30 
OHIO 
UNIVERSITY 
14-48 
TOLEDO 
7-14 
XAVIER 
0-7 
at Miami 
6-48 
at Louisville 
7-43 
at Western 
Michigan 
BOWLING 
GREEN 
at Kent State EAST 
CAROLINA 
OHIO UNIVERSITY at Toledo 
20-14 
at Marshall 
48-14 
KENT STATE 
14-21 
at Kansas 
30-15 
WILLIAM & 
MARY 
22-25 
at Miami 
15-22 
at Dayton WESTERN 
MICHIGAN 
BOWLING 
GREEN 
at Penn State 
NORTHERN ILLINOIS at Butler 
24-7 
at Kent State 
0-35 
INDIANA 
STATE 
34-0 
BALL STATE 
28-14 
BRADLEY 
29-12 
SAN DIEGO 
STATE 
6-47 
HILLSDALE WEST TEXAS at Toledo at Bowling 
Green 
CALIFORNIA STATE at Arlington 
State 
14-17 
PARSONS 
3-19 
at Weber State 
3-13 
SAN DIEGO 
STATE 
0-28 
at Fresno 
State 
3-14 
at Hawaii CAL POLY at Long Beach SAN 
FERNANDO 
BOWLING 
GREEN 
Mid-American Conference Standings 
(After Six Weeks) 
CONFERENCE 
W   L   T    Pet.    Pts. Opp. 
750    105     52 1    0 
Team 
Miami _ 3 
Toledo    ... ..    3 1 
Western Michigan  3 1 
Ohio  University ..2 2 
Howling Green 1 2 
Kent  State   1 3    0    .250 
Marshall 0 3    0    .000 
ALL GAMES 
W   L   T    Pet.    Pts. Opp. 
.750 
.750 
.500 
.333 
96 
59 
97 
13 
41 
27 
36 
62 
71 
49 
58 
110 
1    0 
3    0 
.667    125 
.800    120 
62 
43 
86    127 .500 
.500 149 111 
49 49 
82 88 
40 190 
.600 
.333 
.000 
RUSHING LEADERS 
Ga. Car. 
Al   Moore,   Miami     3 42 
Dick Conley, Ohio               ... 3 59 
Don Fitzgerald, Kent  3 76 
Jack Foster, West. Michigan 3 54 
Bob Pfefferle, Toledo                   ...3 38 
Roland Moss, Toledo  ..              .... 3 69 
Dave  Lcvcck,  Ohio  ..                   ... 3 21 
Tim Majerle, West. Michigan  .... 3 39 
Garland Wilson, Kent 3 39 
Bill Blunt, Kent    3 12 
PASSING  LEADERS 
Yds.    TD  AVG. 
270 
268 
248 
223 
218 
200 
150 
142 
134 
133 
6.4 
4.5 
3.3 
4.1 
5.7 
2.9 
7.1 
3.6 
3.4 
11.1 
John  Schneider, Toledo 
Ron Swartz,'Kent .   ..  ...3 
Jim Boreland, W. Michigan .. 3 
P. J. Nyitray, Bowling Green 2 
Cleve  Bryant, Ohio 3 
Kent Thompson, Miami 3 
Jim Torrence, Marshall 3 
Ga    Att   Cmp hit     Pet    Yds Td 
SCORING  LEADERS 
TD XPT FG    PTS. 
Roland Moss, Toledo 
Al Moore, Miami  
Jim  Shaw, Miami   
Dick  Conley,  Ohio 
Bill  Blunt,   Kent 
- 3 
 3 
  ... 3 
3 
 3 
Dale   Livingston,  West.   Michigan   3 
Ken Crots, Toledo     3 
24 
20 
18 
18 
18 
14 
13 
52 
94 45 4 .479 645 4 
59 25 5 .424 305 2 
39 17 3 .436 206 3 
36 15 3 .417 179 0 
42 15 5 .357 234 3 
39 13 o .333 183 2 
25 10 1 .400 94 0 
The 
University 
Union 
Welcomes You 
to 
BOWLING 
GREEN 
STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
And Invites 
You To Enjoy 
These Facilities 
Within The University Union 
• The Falcon's Nest (Snack Bar and Cafeteria) 
• The Pheasant Room (For Your Luncheon and Dinner Pleasure) 
• The Carnation Room (Sunday Buffet) 
• BarberShop 
• The Buckeye Room (Bowling, Billiards) 
• Guest Rooms (Individually Air Conditioned, TV) 
• Catering Service (The Arrangements Office Will  Provide Menus and 
Other Details) 
"The ultimate objective of BOWL- 
ING GREEN'S MISSION: EXPAND- 
ING HORIZONS is to provide Bowl- 
ing Green students with that margin 
of educational enrichment which 
cannot be expected from state 
funds, but which is needed to dis- 
tinguish the exceptional public uni- 
versity from the typical." 
Paul F. Leedy 
Provost 
Bowling  Green  University 
'OU CAN assist Bowling Green Uni- 
versity to meet its challenge through 
your private support to BOWLING 
GREEN'S MISSION: EXPANDING HO- 
RIZONS. Your support and interest, 
together with the support and interest 
from many others, will enable Bowling 
Green University to offer the best pro- 
grams by the best faculty to the best 
students for years to come. 
> 
Through  the  Courtesy of 
Members New  York Stock Exchange 
BELL a BECKWITH 
234 ERIE ST., TOLEDO, OHIO     •     PHONE CH.  1-3201 
